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CHAPTER I 

FORMULATION AND DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM 

General Introduction 

In a research topic such as this which deals with a relatively-

narrow aspect of a broad subject there exists the possible danger of 

overemphasise It is hoped that this introduction will provide a general 

orientation as to the relationship existing between skill in reading 

and the broader area of total individual adjustment, and between 

readability as defined in this study and the relatively broader area 

of skill in reading. By relating the narrow concept of readability to 

the whole, the former is seen to be a small part, but nevertheless, a 

vital one which affects directly the development of skill in reading 

and indirectly the individual's total adjustment. 

The ability to read affects in a direct manner an individual's 

economic status and also in some degree influences his total adjustment. 

This statement is supported by McKee who sayss 

The child must be taught to read so that he can 
live intelligently and with pleasure in our complex 
civilization, and so that he can learn whatever the 

school tries to teach through the medium of reading. 
He needs to use reading as a means of extending his 
experiences, of following his interests, of keeping 
abreast of the times, of getting information on his 
questions, and of obtaining fun and recreation. 

1Paul McKeef The Teaching of Reading in the Elementary School. 
New York, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1943, p. vii. 
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Because reading involves a variety of complex mental tasks it 

has never been a simple skill to impart,, Cubberley makes the following 

statement concerning the learning of reading in ancient Greece: 

Reading was very difficult to learn, as accentuation, 
punctuation, spacing between words, and small letters had 
not as yet been introduced,. As a result the study required 
much time, and much personal ingenuity had to be exercised 
in determining the meaning of a sentence,, 2 

Today the problem has increased in intensity with the 

establishment of true universal compulsory education as it is practiced 

in the United States and other countries of the world,, No longer is 

education and the teaching of academic subject matter limited to the 

upper classes of society where individual tutoring is financially 

possible should the individual show a lack of aptitude for the 

acquisition of academic learningse In any case, failure to learn the 

basic reading skills would have less of an adverse effect on the well-

rounded development of someone in this category because of his superior 

social and economic position,. 

Even after education was made compulsory in the United 

States during the last half of the nineteenth century, the failure of 

some individuals to learn the basic subjects did not present a critical 

problem to the schoolso This was partially due to the fact that a 

knowledge of these subjects was not absolutely essential to the 

individual1s ability to earn a livelihood and to become a respected 

2ELlwood P0 Cubberley, The History of Education. New York, 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1920, pp» 26-27o 
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member of his community. In addition, the fact that compulsory 

attendance was not at first rigidly enforced tended to relieve the 

problem of non-learning. Under these conditions individuals who 

failed to learn basic academic skills dropped out of school as 

quickly as circumstances would permit,, 

Today, however, the situation has changed considerab!y0 

Compulsory education to age sixteen is rigidly enforced,, Also, the 

highly technical nature of our society requires that the individual 

learn the fundamental academic skills in order that he be able to 

become a well-adjusted, functioning member of this same society. 

In this connection DeYoung points out that included among the seven 

objectives commonly referred to as the "cardinal principles of 

education" which were formulated by the Commission on the Reorgani

zation of Secondary Education is the following: 

Command of fundamental processes3 

Society, today, expects all its members to develop a basic 

literacy and looks to its schools to achieve this endo The latter is 

therefore faced with the very real problem of teaching all children 

basic skills in reading, writing, and computation. This is of course 

only one important part of their over-all purpose, 

^Chris A, DeYoung, Introduction to American Public Education. 
New York, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1955, p. 185. 
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The schools accepted this challenge and have attempted to solve 

the problem by introducing new practices# These have done much to make 

teaching more effective. Many of these practices have been founded on 

basic principles developed in the relatively new field of educational 

psychology and the still newer and closely related field of child 

development,. It was research in these areas which led to the important 

concept of individual differences. 

As we move away from the discussion of learning as it applies 

to the general academic areas and focus our attention on the specific 

area of reading, we note that teaching here too has made use of newer 

practices based on sound psychological principles. Referring again to 

the principle of individual differences among children, we find itte 

being applied among teachers of reading. This is especially true at 

the elementary school levelo It is at this level, where the teaching 

of basic reading skills is stressed, that we find provisions being 

made for the differences among individuals with respect to their 

ability to master this subject. 

Although various practices have been used to achieve this 

individualization, the most common one utilized in the past and still 

in vogue today is that of flexible, homogenous grouping within the 

individual classroom situation. A newer and perhaps more extreme 

practice of this type, but one which is growing in importance, is 

that referred to as "individualized instruction". This program 

involves allowing each individual in the classroom to progress in 
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reading at his own rate by providing him with instructional materials 

which fit his own particular level of ability# 

As we scrutinize more closely the individualization practices 

noted above it becomes apparent that an important element, one upon 

which the success or failure of the venture will to a large part 

depend, is the type of material used. By its very definition the term 

"individualization of instruction" implies the use of a variety of 

materials to meet the needs of these different levels of ability. 

It should not, however, be concluded that the practice of 

providing varied instructional materials is a new one which was 

introduced concurrently with the principle of individual differences 

and the individualization of instruction that stemmed therefromB 

The section on related literature develops more fully the fact that 

readability and the need to provide suitable materials have been a 

real concern of educators for at least a century. Readability study 

played a part in the work of providing text books at the various 

levels of difficulty as required by the newly established graded-

school system of the midnineteenth century0 During the years that 

have passed since that time there has been considerable improvement 

in the methods used to determine the readability level of written 

materials® These more effective techniques are to a certain extent 

the outgrowth of a need on the part of educators to understand better 

the relative ease or difficulty of instructional materials. This need 

was greatly intensified with the acceptance of a modern philosophy of 
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education with its emphasis on individual needs. This emphasis 

required not only a variety of materials but also a fitting of these 

materials to the individual. To determine the appropriateness of 

certain materials for a given individual required an understanding of 

both the individual and the materials. 

Previous to 1920 the readability or appropriateness of -written 

materials was mainly a matter of subjective judgement. It was after 

this period that objective means were devised to aid in the complex 

task of evaluating instructional materials,, These were known as 

readability formulas. 

Chall3 makes the following statement regarding the first 

application of readability formulas and their effectiveness in bringing 

into existence reading materials which more closely approximated the 

child's capacity to comprehend it: 

The earliest appraisals of difficulty were of basal 
reading books for the primary grades oo.o In the 'twenties 
and 'thirties most studies agreed that the reading books 
prepared for particular grade-levels showed a wide range 
of vocabulary difficulty and that most of them were too 
difficult for the children in these gradeso Authors and 
publishers of reading books have no doubt been influenced 
by the conclusions of these studies, for we find a steady 

decrease in vocabulary loadc The most recently published 
basal reading books have approximately one-half of the 
vocabulary load of the books published in the 'twenties.4 

^Jeanne S« Chall, TtearlnTvn-it.v An Appraisal of Research 
and Application. Columbus, Ohio, The Ohio State University, 
1958, p„ 141. 
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If we accept the premise that basal readers have constituted 

up to the present the most important single instructional material in 

the teaching of reading, then the above statement can be interpreted, 

with a substantial degree of certainty, as meaning that the study of 

readability by means of objective formulas is an important contributor 

to the over-all program of reading instruction. 

Although readability formulas have been applied to children's 

literature, the main emphasis appears to have been concentrated on 

establishing graded booklists which could be used by librarians, 

teachers, and parents. 

With respect to children's literature, there seems to prevail 

a commonly accepted belief that adequate material of an appropriate 

type exists for children of all levels of ability in reading. 

Various factors may have contributed to the continuance of 

this belief. Certainly the field of children's literature contains 

a wider variety of materials than the sets of basic reading texts. 

The former should therefore be in a better position to supply the 

varied reading needs brought about by differences among individuals. 

To many it might seem logical to assume that in the area of children's 

literature an adequate supply of books is being furnished to meet the 

needs of the various age and. grade levels. 

Also to be considered is the fact that until recently few 

books in the realm of children?s literature were assigned a reading 
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level or proficiency level in reading which a child must have attained 

in order to comprehend and enjoy its contents*. Even today ratings of 

this type tend to be determined in an unorganized fashion with important 

groups such as the publishers and professional librarians using 

different subjective and objective techniques or combinations of these,, 

The reverse is true in the area of basal readers where each set is 

carefully studied from the standpoint of readability and assigned to a 

definite levelo 

Probably of even greater importance as a factor contributing 

to the continued acceptance of the viewpoint that adequate children1s 

literature exists to supply the needs of all children is the difficulty 

involved in coordinating the efforts of readability researchers in this 

given areac Here it should be noted that success in the application of 

readability formulas to basal reading texts is to a certain extent 

related to the concise classification and organization of materials 

•within the area0 This arrangement of materials according to grade 

levels has allowed a readability investigator to attack one small 

seg .ment of the entire field. For example, in a study reported in 

1928 Dolch limited his efforts to a detailed analysis of three basic 

series in each of the grades one through four<>5 a later study could 

avoid repetition by choosing books at a different grade level, a 

different series, or direct its efforts to texts in an entirely 

5Edward William Dolch, "Vocabulary Burden," Journal of 
Educational Research. 17:170-183> March 1928e 
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different subject-matter field. In this manner coordinated effort can 

lead to a complete coverage of the texts in the various subject matter 

fields. It is quite conceivable that such a formidable body of 

research could have an influence on publishers and authors. In the 

field of children1s literature such a body of research does not exist. 

Although the above factors may have tended to produce a feeling 

of complacency with regard to the adequacy of appropriate materials in 

the area of children*s literature, a questioning attitude began 

gradually to appear0 For example, the limited research in this area 

which is covered fully under "Related Literature" for the most part 

concludes that the comprehensibility level of children1s literature 

is in general too high. However, since these studies were not based 

on a truly random sample of all children's books, no positive 

statement can be made as to the correctness of this conclusion with 

regard to the United States as a whole. It is conceivable that these 

studies do reflect the true over-all situation yet from a statistical 

point of view such an inference is not justified. 

On the other hand, there seems to be a growilv; of opinion 

among educators and publishers alike that the conclusions of the 

studies referred to above may well apply to the country as a whole. 

As early as 1934 Thorndike made the folio-wing statement: 

The present supply of reading matter is adequate for 
the top quarter or third in ability and interest, but 



involves too much labor and frustration and produces 
too little enjoyment for the majority.6 

He personally took steps to help alleviate this situation by 

rewriting a number of the classics so that they could be read by 

children who were at a lower level in reading skills. 

That some publishers are of the opinion that insufficient 

readable materials exist at the lower reading levels is indicated 

by the fact that in recent years a few have brought out series with 

high interest and simplified vocabulary and sentence structure. 

Some of these, such as the "American Adventure Series'1 published 

by the Wheeler Publishing Company of Chicago, were intended for 

children who are having difficulty with reading while the "Landmark 

Books" by Random House of New York make available interesting 

reading for the intermediate grades. 

The foregoing introduction intended to bring out in a 

general way the need for research in the area of readability of 

children*s literature while at the same time placing readability 

in its proper perspective by showing it to be a small but vital 

segment of the broader areas of skill in reading and total 

individual adjustment. 

£ 
Edward L. Thorndike, "Improving the Ability to Read," 

Teachers Qnl1 Record. 36:229-241# December 1934* P° 229. 
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The Problem 

This study will attempt to furnish an answer to the 

following question: 

To what extent are publishers of children1s literature 

providing an adequate supply of -feooks which are capable o'f being 

understood by average readers at the intermediate grade levels of 

the elementary schools? 

Sub-Problems 

In addition, the study attests to supply information on 

these specific questions: 

1. To what extent are publishers of children's 

literature providing an adequate supply of books which are capable 

of being understood by average readers at the primary and junior 

high school levels? 

2o What is the status with regard to the total 

quantity of children's literature being made available currently 

by publishers as compared to the quantity made available by them 

in previous years? 

3. Using the revised Winnetka Readability Formula. 

which was originally validated in the area of children's literature 



as a criterion, is the recently modified Spache Readability Formula, 

whose original validation occurred in the area of basal readers at 

the primary level, a valid indicator of the readability of children's 

literature at this same level? The exploration of this sub-problem 

involves a cross-validation of the revised Winnetka formula with the 

modified Spache formulae 

Significance of the Study 

The introduction to this study went into considerable 

detail in pointing out the importance of reading ability to the 

individual, the difficulty of mass teaching of the complex skills 

involved, the need for a variety of suitable materials to improve 

this instruction, and lastly, a brief statement as to the status of 

readability research1s attempt to provide information on the variety 

and suitability of children's reading materialso 

Viewing the matter of significance in general terms, it is 

believed that a study such as this should make a contribution by. 

adding to the existing body of knowledge concerning the readability 

of written materials in the area of children's literature since the 

latter is assuming increasing importance as an integral part of the 

instructional program in reading,, This preceding conclusion is 

supported by Betts who ten years ago made the following observation 

concerning the decreasing emphasis on basal texts in the instructional 
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program: 

Basal texts still play a major role in American 
Education, However, more teachers are freeing themselves 
and their pupils from slavery to textbooks. The trend 
appears to be in the direction of some type of experience 
approach in which text books become references rather than 
content to be memorized,. This trend makes imperative 
considered attention to the readability of all types of 
instructional materials.^ 

The importance of this study as well as other studies 

in readability is to a great extent based on a fundamental belief that 

any attempt to provide an adequate supply of suitable materials must 

be preceded by an accurate knowledge of existing conditions in the 

area concerned. The preceding general introduction has suggested 

and the following chapter on related literature will develop in detail 

the fact that in the area of children's literature research studies 

have not clearly established the existing conditions concerning the 

suitability of the materials® 

As was noted earlier, comments by educators as well as the 

results of studies have suggested a lack of suitable reading materials 

for individuals with limited skills in reading,. The present study 

attempts to verify this assumption by determining what publishers 

have done with regard to making suitable materials available over a 

recent extended period. Should the findings indicate that publishers 

in fact are not providing an adequate supply of suitable materials for 

^Etamett A. Betts, "Readability: Its Application to the 
Elementary School," Journal of Educational Research. 42:438-49 
February 1949, p. 450. 



the lover levels of reading skill, this would support the contention 

that suitable materials do not exist at these levels» However, should 

the findings show that publishers are providing an adequate supply of 

suitable materials for the various levels, this would not disprove the 

results of the previous studies which hold that the supply for certain 

levels is inadequate,, If findings which show that publishers are 

providing an adequate supply were verified, research could then focus 

its attention on the methods of selecting children^ books0 It is 

always possible that the lack of trained children's librarians to 

select suitable books from among those being offered by the publishers 

requires that this all important task become the responsibility of the 

classroom teacher who, because of lack of proper guidance and lack of 

training in determining readability, may select books which are not 

suitable for the reading level of his pupils even though an adequate 

supply is being made available„ 

More specifically, it is hoped that, by the use of a formula 

which has been constructed and improved upon through years of 

painstaking efforts on the part of other researchers, the following 

criticism of reading research made by Scott will be less applicable: 

Since researches in reading are ordinarily carried 
on independently, they tend to be unrelated, or but poorly 
related attacks on little and big problems <,§ 

^Winfield 0o Scott, "A Forest View of Present Research 

in Reading," Educational and Psychological Measurement. 14:208-214j 
Spring 1954» p» 209« 
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This study tries further to correlate -with previous research in this 

area by attempting to supply an answer to the question posed by other 

studies concerning the adequacy of suitable supplemental reading 

materials at the intermediate and primary grade levels. 

The section on related literature will indicate that, 

except for the continuous grading of books by the research department 

of the Winnetka Public Schools, this investigator could find only 

three studies which were confined to determining the readability 

level of children's literature through use of readability formulas., 

Other studies in this same area which made use of readability formulas 

were concerned mainly with proving the reliability or validity of the 

formulas themselves,, From this it would appear that further study in 

this specific area is warranted,. 

The use of the random sample to cover all children's 

literature published in the United States should make this study 

especially significant,, Of the few studies previously referred to, 

none attempted this type of sampling and all limited their work to 

select lists which were more readily available for study0 Statements 

made by these studies regarding the adequacy of suitable materials 

could not be projected to include the situation as applied to the 

United States,, This study then, through the use of a random sample 

of all children's literature published nationally, hopes to verify 

the accuracy of these statements as concerns our country as a whole,, 
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The Spache Readability Formula created in 1953 is one of the 

most recently devised instruments of this type. It is also the first 

formula intended mainly to measure primary grade materials« The 

criteria used in its original validation was the textbook. In 1958 

the formula was revised through the adoption of a modified -word listo*"-* 

These distinguishing characteristics of the Spache formula create 

certain questions with respect to its use in measuring readability,. 

One of these involves cross-validation,. Because of its recent develop

ment and its still more recent revision, no studies have been made to 

determine the validity of its measurements in terms of other similar 

instruments designed to measure the same factor. The other question, 

closely related to the first, involves this formula1s ability to 

measure the readability of books in the area of children's literature 

when it was originally validated on a criteria consisting of basal 

texts. The cross-validation of this formula with that of another is 

a basic part of this research and should provide additional data to 

help in answering these questions,, This statement by Chall expresses 

the importance of this type of validity study: 

Validity studies of three types are needed, 
... Second, studies in which the estimates of various 
formulas are compared should be carried on so that the 
results computed by one formula can be understood in 
terms of others. 

10 George D. Spache, Good Reading for Poor Readers. 
Champaign, Illinois, The Garrard Press, 1958, p. 111. 

^Jeanne S. Chall, "This Business of Readability: A 
Second Look," Educational Research Bulletin. 35:89-99> 111-112, 
January 1956, p. 99. 
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It is felt therefore that the study as a whole should prove 

significant because: 

1. It attempts to provide data on the sufficiency of 
suitable materials, or the lack of it, in an area 
where additional research is needed before definite 
conclusions can be drawn« 

2. It does gather data through an effective procedure 
which has not been used in this area previously -
the random sample,, 

3. It attempts to provide cross-validation data on a 
recently devised readability formula which lacks 
this type of validation,, 

4. It relates itself in a meaningful way to previous 
research in the same area. 

Preliminary Statement of Method 

An answer to the basic question posed by the present 

study was sought through the application of the revised WLnnetka 

Readability Formula to a completely random sample of one hundred and 

fifty children1s books selected from among all such books made available 

by publishers throughout the United States during the period from 

June 1956 through June 1958. The Spache Readability Formula was 

applied to all books in the sample for which a grade level rating 

could not be obtained by means of the Winnetka formula. The latter 

requires a sampling of 1,000 words and seventy-five sentences. 

Therefore, the grade level for books with less than this number of 

words and sentences was obtained through use of the Spache formula,. 

Since no studies had been made which would allow the assignment of a 
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grade level by one formula to be interpreted in terms of the other 

formula, a cross-validation of the two formulas was necessary0 This 

was accomplished by applying the Spache formula to every book in the 

sample which was rated as being at the third grade level or below by 

the Winnetka formula and then making a statistical analysis of the 

differences in ratings given to the same books by the two formulaso 

The next step involved a comparison of the proportion of books 

assigned to each of the intermediate grade levels by the formulas and 

the proportion of the total public school enrollment found at these 

same levels„ A similar comparison was made of the data of the primary 

and junior high school levelso 

Information on the quantity of children1s literature being 

made available by publishers currently as compared with the past was 

obtained by determining the increase or decrease in the total number 

of books made available during specific years between 1934 and 1956 

and then comparing this with the increase or decrease in total public 

school enrollment during these same years0 

Definitions 

To avoid possible misinterpretations, the following terms 

are especially defined to indicate their usage in this study: 

The term "adequate" when used with reference to the 

sufficiency of the supply of suitable books being made available by 



United States publishers of children1s literature is to have a limited 

meaning. For the purposes of this study this term mil denote either 

one of the following conditions: (1) The absence of a statistically 

significant difference between the proportion of suitable books being 

published for a given school level and the proportion of public school 

enrollment found at that same level, or (2) Where a statistically 

significant difference does exist between the proportion of books and 

enrollment, the percent of books is greater than the percent of school 

enrollment found at a given level. 

The term "inadequate" will denote a statistically significant 

difference between the proportion of books and enrollment, but in this 

case the percent of books will be less than the percent of enrollment 

found at a given level. 

"Readability" defined in its broadest sense refers to the host 

of factors that make a piece of written material easy to read. These 

factors apply both to the reader and the material concerned,. Dale 

and Chall - referring to the findings of the Gray Leary Study, "What 

Makes a Book Readable?", 1935 - agree that it involves three aspects: 

The content or subject matter and its interest and 
appeal to the reader: the style of expression which makes 
it comprehensible to him: the format and organization which 
make it easy to follow the logic of the material with a 
minimum of effort.7 

7Edgar Dale and Jeanne S. Chall, "The Concept of Read
ability,", Elementary English. 26:19-25, January 1949, p. 20. 
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In this study the term "readability" will, for the most 

part, be used in this broader sense. However, it should be emphasized 

here that the term is sometimes used in a more limited sense,, In this 

case it refers only to that quality of a given piece of written 

material such as vocabulary and sentence structure which, makes it 

capable of being understood by the reader. The latter is still an 

integral part of this definition since the readability of any written 

material is always expressed in terms of the reader. For exafliple, a 

statement that a book has a grade eight readability level - by the 

definition stated here - holds that the individual must have ski]Is in 

reading which are customarily associated with those ordinarily found in 

individuals doing general school work at this same level. Use of the 

term "readability" in its more limited sense was avoided in the present 

study and if used with this meaning, the context of what is said 

indicates that this is the case. An important exception to this 

statement occurs when the term "readability" is used with reference 

to the formulas themselves. Here the term is used in its more 

limited sense but the context does not necessarily indicate this. 

Care should therefore be taken to interpret the term, when used with 

reference to the objective formula, as meaning only those qualities 

of a given material such as vocabulary and sentence structure which 

make it capable of being understood by the reader« 

To avoid the confusion that might arise through the use of 

the term "readability" to include both the broad and the limited 



meanings outlined above, the term "comprehensibility" is used to 

replace the more limited meaning of the term. Therefore, the term 

"comprehensibility" is also defined as meaning the quality of written 

material such as vocabulary and sentence structure which make it 

capable of being understood by the reader. This.term is limited to 

this singular meaning and can have no other connotation. 

"Children's literature" is here defined to include all books 

published primarily for school-aged children1s reading purposes, 

excluding only those books belonging to a textbook series, song books 

and books used basically for reference purposes. The term does not 

include basic texts of any type or books specifically published to 

supplement a given text nor will it include children's magazines. 

The term "readability formula" should be interpreted to 

mean an instrument devised for the sole purpose of ascertaining the 

comprehensibility of -written materials. 

"Primary, intermediate, and junior high school levels" 

will respectively include these grades: Primary, 1-3; intermediate, 

4-6; junior high school, 7-9o 

Delimitations 

Place. - This study was conducted at the College of 

Education, University of Arizona which is located at Tucson, Arizona. 



Population. - A random sample of one hundred and fifty-

books was taken. This sample had as its base all children's literature 

published throughout the United States during the period from June 1956 

through June 1958. The source -which provided the total population of 

books published during this period was the trade journal, "Publisher's 

Weekly". This publication has a special section referred to as the 

"Weekly Record" which is devoted to a complete listing of all books 

published or made available in the United States during a previous 

weekly period. This listing includes the title, author, brief 

description of contents, publisher, copyright date, date of new 

editions, and a code which designates if the book is considered as 

juvenile reading material rather than adult reading material. 

Time. - This work was carried out during the period 

coinciding with the University of Arizona's second semester of the 

1958-59 school year; the two 1959 summer sessions? and both semesters 

of the 1959-60 school year. The time extended continuously from 

January 1959 to May 1960o 

Limitations. - The one important limitation is to be 

found in the definition of the term "readability" as used in the 

title of this study. The previous section entitled, "Definitions" 

points out that the broad definition of the term "readability" 

encompasses three different aspects - format, content, and 

comprehensibility. Although the present research is classified as 



a readability study, it concerns itself basically only with the aspect 

of comprehensibility0 

Hypothesis 

In this study of the readability of children's literature 

published in the United States during the period from June 1956 through 

June 1958, the following hypothesis is proposed: 

The publishers of children's literature have, in 
recent years, provided an adequate supply of books capable 
of being understood by average readers at the intermediate 
grade levels of the elementary schools. 

Assumptions 

In this study the following assumptions are put forth: 

1. A general agreement should exist between the number of 

books made available for the different levels of reading ability and 

the number of children in the school population found at the respective 

grade levels. This assumption should be especially applicable to the 

lower grade levels since a book requiring a high level of reading 

ptH 11 to be comprehended cannot be effectively utilized at these 

levels. On the other hand, a book requiring only a low level of 

reading skill might well be suitable for the higher school grades 

providing the content and format conform to interests at this higher 

level. 



2. The special lists of books in the weekly issues of Publisher's 

Weekly published during the period from June 1956 through June 1958 do 

inake up a complete population of all children's literature published 

or made available in the United States during that same period and that 

the books coded as "juvenile" in these same lists do include all books 

published primarily for individuals other than adults. Both of these 

assumptions appear reasonable in light of the fact that in describing 

the Publisher's Weekly as a reference source under the bibliography 

section of her book, Winchell states: 

The Standard American book trade journal, containing 
lists of new publications of the week, lists of books, 
articles, advertisements of books wanted, etc. The 
principal biographical list is the weekly list of new 
publications, which is an author list with full title, 
imprint, collation, and descriptive notes."'2 

3. The comprehensibility of a book is an essential factor 

in designating it as suitable for a particular individual® This 

assumption is supported by authorities in the field of reading such 

as McKee who establishes clearly the importance which he attaches to 

comprehension as a necessary part .of the reading process by stating: 

The point of view carried by this volume relative 
to the nature of reading and the teaching of reading rests 
upon three fundamental hypotheses,. First, a person reads 
only to the extent to which he understands what is meant 
by the print or writing at which he looks.13 

"'^Constance M„ Winchell, Guide to Reference Books. 
seventh edition, Chicago, American Library Association, 1951* p. 22o 

^McKee, op. cit., p0 ii. 



The assumptions stated are a fundamental part of this study 

relating to the readability of children's literatures 



CHAPTER II 

RELATED LITERATURE 

Introductory Statement 

In this introductory" statement to the discussion 

of the topic of related literature it appears advisable to review 

briefly the term "readability" as it is used in the broader sense and 

to carefully relate this definition to the more limited meaning given 

to it in this particular studye 

As has been pointed out earlier in the definition of terms 

(Chap. I, pp<>12-13), readability in its broadest sense encompasses 

three distinct phases - format, interest or content, and comprehensibility. 

For the purposes of this research the term "readability" includes only 

the last of these three phases® The study of the related literature 

lends itself well to an historical approach due to the fact that each 

of the indicated phases of readability has been the focal point of 

research studies during different but contiguous chronological periods. 

Basically the order in which they became the object of research was 

first, format; second, interest or content, and finally, comprehensibility. 

The general procedure used is to discuss first in broad 

terms what might be considered the background which preceded actual 

scientific study in the area. Next follows the discussion of the 

26 



research •work done in each of the given phases of readability in the 

chronological order in -which they occurred,, It should be noted that 

the treatment of the related literature becomes less panoramic and 

increases in specificity as the most recent periods are approached. 

This stems from the fact that the most recent phase of readability 

to be researched is that of comprehensibility and it is also this 

phase which is the focal point of the present study. It follows, 

therefore, that previous research pertaining to this phase is more 

directly related to the present study and should be more fully 

developed in this section on related literature,. 

Early Interest in Readability 

Although the application of scientifically derived 

formulas to -written material to determine its comprehensibility is a 

relatively recent step, subjective interest in this phase of reada

bility dates back to a much earlier period. The first attempts to 

determine the ease of reading of written materials were reported by 

Lorge as dating back to 900 A0D. when the Talmudists counted the 

•words and ideas in the Torah. 1 

In the United States the establishment of the graded-

school system brought with it an interest in the comprehensibility 

^Irving Lorge, "Word Lists as Background for Communication," 
Teachers College Record. 45:543-552, March 1944y P» 544<> 



of written materials. Smith points out that the creation of a system 

of grades -within the school system occurred between 184-0 and 1860.2 

During this period reading continued to be considered the most important 

skill to be learned in school. The assignment of children to grade 

levels according to their level of ability in this subject created a 

need for a series of readers to be used in the teaching of reading at 

the various grade levels. The development of these materials was 

purely a matter of subjective judgement since objective formulas were 

not yet in existence,, 

McGuffey, as early as 184-0, indicated an interest in the 

readability of instructional materials when he -wrote a series of 

graded readers for each of the elementary levels. Although he had no 

objective formula to guide him in his work, a study by Dolch indicates 

that his efforts were highly successful. His reading texts had the 

same consistent progression in word difficulty from grade to grade 

as that found in a modern reader series.3 

Format - A Phase of Readability 

Buckingham's review of the literature made in connection 

with his own study on the typography of textbooks in 1930 confirms 

%ila Banton Smith, American Reading Instruction. New York, 

Silver Burdett and Company, 1934* Po 83. 

^Edward W. Dolch, "How Hard Were the McGuffey Readers?" 

TinPTTiftntary- School Journal. 4-6:97-100, October 1945> ppo 99-100. 



the fact that typography and format, as phases of readability, were 

subjected to research study at a very early date. He reports on 

thirteen studies in this area which date from 1892 to the time of his 

own •work0/+ 

More recent findings on the typographical aspects of 

readability are reported by Burtt. He provides information on the 

techniques used to study scientifically this phase of readability. 

These techniques include: photographing eye movements, speed of read

ing tests, flashing materials in an exposure apparatus, determining 

the distance at which material can be read, using a device which 

throws material in and out of focus, and rate of blinking,, His list 

of sub-areas studied and the results of this experimentation are 

listed below. These findings are based on a review of all applicable 

research but he relies heavily upon the recent studies - 1942 to 19&7 

of Paterson and Tinker,, 

1o Type face or style - has no appreciable effect under 
ordinary reading conditions except in the case of 
extreme or ornate styles. 

2# Capital letters and small letters - materials in 
small letters is consistently more legible„ 

3. Lenth of lines - lines of moderate length are most 
legible. 

4o Space between lines - a moderate amount of space is 
desirable. 

B0 Ro Buckingham, "New Data on the Typography of Text
books," The Textbook in American Education. Thirtieth Yearbook 
of the National Society for the Study of Education, Part II 
(Bloomington,Ill.sPublic School Publishing Co.,1931)pp»96-104o 



5. Color - an important consideration is contrast in 
brightness between the letters and the ground# 

6. Illumination - avoid brightness in the periphery of 
the visual field. This stimulates the reader to 
focus on them and results in fatigue.5 

Because the legibility phase of readability is relatively 

separate and distinct from the comprehensibility phase with which this 

study is concerned and because the former phase is of less concern to 

educators than it is to publishers and printers, no attempt was made 

to report in detail the individual experimentations in this area. The 

object of this general review of studies and their findings was to 

establish that scientific study in this more or less mechanical phase 

of readability was begun at an early date and continues as new 

apparatus and techniques for evaluation are evolvedo A comparison of 

recently published books with older ones with respect to their general 

format makes it logical to assume that these findings have brought 

about practical changes in the typography of both textbooks and 

children's literature. 

Interest or Content - Ik Phase of Readability 

From the chronological standpoint, emphasis on the 

scientific study of interest as a phase of readability occurred 

after attention had been focused on the format phase. This should 

•'Harold E. Burtt, "Typography and Readability," Elementary 
English. 26:212-221, April 194-9. 



not be construed, however, to mean that the study of these two phases 

took place in two completely distinct periods. 

One of the first attempts scientifically to study the reading 

interests of children -was that carried, out by Jordan in 1917-18. The 

method used was to list actual titles of books and magazines read by 

children. The data was gathered through use of the questionnaire 

and further substantiated through personal obffirvation of books with

drawn from the library by children. This study established sex as a 

factor in accounting for differences in reading interests. Girls 

preferred topics involving sentiment, kindliness, and tender emotions 

while boys preferred topics dealing with war, rivalry, and action.6 

During 1924.-25 an extensive and important study into the 

reading interests of children was carried out by the research 

department of the I&nnetka Public Schools in cooperation with the 

American Library Association, under the direction of Carleton 

Washburne and Mabel Vogel. Its main purpose was to find out what 

books, at that time, were being read and enjoyed by children and to 

find the age and degree of reading ability needed for the individual's 

enjoyment of these books. The significance of this study arises from 

the fact that it carried out a thorough statistical treatment of data 

which heretofore had been dealt with in a more or less subjective 

£ 
Arthur M. Jordan, Children's Interests in Reading. 

Contributions to Education, No. 107, New York, Bureau of Publications, 
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1924# 



manner. The study involved some 37,000 children. Extensive work was 

carried on to determine the reliability and validity of the children1s 

judgments in the matter of interest value and difficulty of given 

books. The fact that these judgements lacked the desired reliability 

and validity led to the grading of the books on the basis of the 

median reading grade of the children who had read and liked each 

particular one. 

The large sanpling involved and the careful statistical 

treatment of the data made this study significant in another respect. 

It later became the basis for one of the first important readability 

formulas. Therefore this study will be referred to also in connection 

with the treatment of the related research in the third phase of 

readability - ease of reading - of which its findings are an integral 

part. The final results were published in book form in 1926 and 

provided a practical guide to book selection for teachers, parents, 

and librarians.^ 

A study closely related to the one mentioned above both 

in point of time and in its purpose was that of Terman and Lima. 

The results were published in 1925. Like the Washburne and Vogel 

study it used an experimental design to determine what children read 

and liked. It also published the results as a guide to teachers and 

parents in their selection of children's books. This study involved 

^Carleton Washburne and Mabel Vogel, Mlnnetka Graded Book 
List. Chicago, American Library Association, 1926. 



a much smaller sampling - two thousand - and resorted to a qualitative 

as well as quantitative analysis of children's reading interests0 Its 

importance is attributable in part to the attention it focuses on 

individual differences in children's reading caused by sex, age, 

intelligence, and leisure-time activities..^ 

A study by Huber in 1927 deals solely with the factor of 

intelligence as a determinant of reading interestso Her study 

indicated that the reading interests of children of varying 

intelligence were similar except that dull children most often prefer 

reading about familiar experiences such as family life, intimate 

social relations, and things that happen to the childo It was found 

that the range of choice of the dull child tends to be more restricted. 

The method of gathering data used was the questionnaire.9 

Gates conducted a series of studies pertaining to children1s 

reading interests,. His study was in the main concerned with determin

ing the preferences of primary children and in turn analyzing these 

preferred selections for characteristics and qualities that influenced 

their selection. The conclusions drawn indicated that surprise, 

liveliness, animalness, conversation, humor, and plot are qualities 

£ 
Lewis M. Terman and Margaret Lima, Children's Reading, 

New York, D. Appleton and Company, 1925. 

^Miram B0 Huber, The Influence of Tnt.Rnippnp.fl Upon 
Children's Reading Interests. Contributions to Education No. 312, 
New York, Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia 
University, 1928. 
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thatp if included in a particular selection, tend to favor its selection 

by the primary child. The study also indicated the material to be read 

must be suitable, that is, within the child*s range of experience, and 

on an appropriate level of reading difficulty."'0 

Thorndike* s study, published in 1941» used a somewhat different 

approach in the investigation of children1s reading interests. His 

study was based on an annotated titles questionnaire,, Previous studies 

involving questionnaires required the child to recall books he liked 

best. In this study the child made a selection based on his reaction 

to an annotated list of titleso The data was subjected to a thorough 

statistical analysis to determine relationships between children1s 

reading interests and such factors as sex, intelligence, and age. 

With regard to intelligence, this study established that a child with 

a low intelligence and higher chronological age had reading preferences 

similar to those of a child with a high intelligence and a lower 

chronological age„^ 

One of the more recent studies, this one made by Norvell 

and published in 1950, confirms previous findings which hold that 

the factors of sex, age, and intelligence are, in some degree, 

_ 

Arthur I. Gates, Interest and Ability in Reading. New 
York, The Macmillan Company, 1931, pp. 70-95o 

1 1 
'Robert L. Thorndike, A Comparative Study of Children1s 

Reading Interests. New York, Bureau of Publications, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, 1941• 
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determiners of children'si-reading interests.^ In spite of the sig

nificant findings -with regard to the three factors just mentioned, few 

generalizations can be made regarding children's reading interests. A 

child's selection of a particular book still remains a highly-

individualized processo 

Comprehensibility - A phase of Readability-

Considerable time -was devoted to a review of research on 

content and interest as phases of readability because first; these, 

interrelated with comprehensibility, become vital determiners of 

readability when the term is used in its broad sense; and second; 

it can be observed that the studies in the area of interest and 

content focus the majority of their attention on the individual, 

his likes and dislikes. These studies searched for qualities or 

characteristics within the child which accounted for differences 

in interests. Among those considered were sex, age, and intelligence. 

This is opposed to the approach emphasized in the research to be 

reviewed in the area of comprehensibility. Here attention is placed 

on the qualities within the written materials themselves which 

make them easy or hard to understand. The close interrelationship 

existing between these two phases of readability is readily apparent 

when we note that an expression of the level of difficulty of a 

"'^George W. Norvell, The Heading Interests of Young 
People. New York, D.C. Heath and Company, 1950o 
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given material can only be made in terms of the reading ability •which 
(> 

an individual must possess. In view of the above statement it is 

felt that a rather complete review of research in the area of reading 

interests and content was warranted. 

As was noted earlier in the chapter, subjective appraisals of 

the difficulty of children's instructional materials occurred at a 

very early date in American education. However, an objective study 

of the qualities of written communication which establish its level of 

difficulty was not undertaken until the first quarter of the present 

century. 

The absence of an adequate tool needed to determine the 

comprehensibility of written material -was to a considerable extent 

responsible for the lack of study in this area0 It is for this reason 

that Thorndike's Teacher's Word Book, first published in 1921, is 

considered an important study relating to determining the readability 

of written materials. Thorndike advocated that the word list be used 

not only by teachers to determine the importance of given words in the 

daily lessons but also by educators generally to evaluate the diffi

culty of textbooks and other reading materials for children. 

The compilation of this word list was definitely work of a 

scientific nature. Over a period of ten years the author made a list 

of 10,000 words that occurred most frequently in a count of a total of 

4,565,000 words which were in turn derived from forty-one different 

sources. These words were placed in alphabetical order and each 
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followed by an index number to indicate its commonness*. In this way, 

by merely looking up a given word in the list to see where it appears, 

if at all, one can ascertain its importance in everyday usage."'3 

The basic list of 10,000 words was expanded by Thorndilce to 

include 20,000. This list was published in 1931.^ 

In 19UA- the list was further expanded by Thorndike and 

Lorge to include 30,000 words,,"^ 

Since the original word count was developed, other lists 

have been published. Many of these are based to a greater or lesser 

extent oil the Thorndike list. The following are based, either 

directly or indirectly, on the work of Thorndike: Gates, Dale,"'7 

^Edward L. Thorndike, "Word Knowledge in the ELementary 
School," Teachers College Record. 22: 334-370, September 1921. 

"^Edward L. Thorndike, A Teacher1 s Word Book of the 
Twenty Thousand Words Found Most Frequently and Widely used in 
General Reading for Children and Young People. New York, Bureau 
of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1931• 

^Edward L. Thorndike and Irving Lorge, The Teacher1 s 
Word Book of 30.000 Words. New York, Bureau of Publications, 
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1944# 

"^Arthur I.Gates, 4 Reading Vocabulary £o£ EjaSSaiX 
Grades. New York, Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, 
Columbia University, 1935* 

^Mgar Dale, "A Comparison of Two Word Lists," 
Educational Research Bulletin. Ohio State University, Columbus, 
Ohio, 10: 4B4-4&9, December 1941# 



Stone,^ and Dolcho^ 

The pioneering efforts of Thorndike in creating his word 

list have had an influence in other related areas as wello From 

1921 on the literature reports the use of the word count in ascer

taining the difficulty or comprehensibility of -written materials. 

In the beginning the main emphasis is on children* s materials, 

especially textbooks, and the method is a crude type of vocabulary 

count which in time is developed into a complex readability formula. 

Later research reports attempts to validate further these formulas, 

and reports also on their use in determining the readability of 

written materials for adults as well as for children,, 

A readability study by Lively and Pressey reported in 1923 

is significant for the following reasons0 First, it is probably one 

of the first studies to make a scientific attempt to use the Thorn-

dike Word List to determine objectively the comprehensibility of 

children1s reading materialso Second, it suggests that the voca—-

bulary count be used as a general precedure in this areao Acceptance 

of this suggestion may have been in part responsible for the numerous 

1 & 
Clarence R. Stone, Stone1s Graded Vocabulary for Primary 

Reading. St. Louis, Missouri, Webster Publishing Company, 194lo 

19 
E0 Wo Dolch, Problems in Reading. Champaign, Illinois, 

Garrard Press, 1948« 



studies on the vocabulary burden of textbooks which followed. Third, 

it was one of the first to feegin the trend which emphasized read

ability studies in the area of textbooks,. 

The procedure of this study involved basically the sampling 

of textbooks, ascertaining the Thorndike index number of the words 

sampled, and obtaining a median index number for the material as 

a whole. No attempt was made to establish a grade level for the 

material. Only a relative rating was given. This work was more con

cerned with the development of a technique and therefore did little 

other than to indicate that in the case of lower grades, the 

materials were less difficult and the range of words much less.20 

There is evidence that considerable work was carried out 

in determining the readability of textbooks through vocabulary 

counts, especially readers, during the period from 1925 to 1935. 

This is supported by Chall who states: 

Dalfefcs "Bibliography of Vocabulary Studies" lists 
75 such studies of readers through 194-Vo Almost 90 
per cent of them^were done in the late nineteen twenties 
and early 'thirties, and most were reported in un
published Masters1 theses. Few of these studies used 
any of the methods of readability measurement outlined 
in Table II0 However, they used one or both of the 
vocabulary factors found significantly related to 

^Bertha A. Lively and S. L0 Fressey, "A Method for 
Measuring the 'Vocabulary Burden' of Textbooks," Education 
Administration and Supervision. 9'. 389-398, October 1923. 
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difficulty - vocabulary difficulty and vocabulary 
diversity,21 

Since the present study is concerned with the use of an 

objective formula to determine the comprehensibility of children's 

literature, no attempt will be made to cover extensively,' the 

research using vocabulary studies to determine the comprehensibility 

of textbook materials. The vocabulary study of readers by Hockett 

and Neeley, published in 1928, is reviewed here because it 

exemplifies first, the type of research carried on in this area* 

and second, the practical application made of vocabulary counts in 

the area of textbooksj and finally, by showing that the vocabulary 

content of textbooks has been progressively simplified through the 

years 1923 - 1938, it suggests that the findings of research 

during this period had an influence ort the publishers and authors 

of basal readers,, With regard to the research findings during 

this period Chall says: 

Studies in the nineteen thirties corroborated Dolch's 
major findings: first, that reading books intended 
for the same grade by various publishers varied widely 
in vocabulary difficulty and diversity, and, second, 
that most of the books used vocabularies which were 

21 
Jeanne S„ Chall, Readability M Appraisal o£ Research 

and Application. Columbus, Ohio, The Ohio State University 
1958, po 115. 



largely outside the experience of the children in the 
intended grades.22 

The Hockett and Neeley study reviewed here involved 

twenty-eight first grade readers which had been published during 

the years 1923 - 1938. A check was made of the number of running 

words, number of different words, and the average repetition of 

wordso The latter was obtained by dividing the total number of 

running words by the number of different words. Their analysis 

of the data revealed a trend toward smaller vocabularies, espe

cially after 1926„2^ 

At this point the literature is reviewed for information 

concerning the creation of objective readability formulas and 

their practical application in determining the comprehensibility 

of written materials. It becomes readily apparent that a 

distinction between vocabulary counts and readability formulas 

is mainly one of degree. The former involves relatively simple 

computations of factors pertaining to vocabulary only0 The 

readability formulas involve refined statistical treatment of 

factors which include vocabulary difficulty and diversity but do 

not limit themselves to a treatment of these alone,, With re

ference to the readability formulas, the literature shows in 

22Ibid.. p. 1U. 

23 
John A. Hockett and N. Glen Neeley, "The Vocabularies 

of Twenty-eight First Readers," Elementary School Journal. 
37: 334-352, January 1937. 
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'the beginning a trend toward the discovery of a greater number of 

factors to be included in the formulas and then later, attempts to 

simplify these formulas by reducing the number of factors considered. 

An important milestone in the development of readability 

formulas and their use was reached with the publication of the 

Winnetka Formula in 1928. This formula and the research connected 

•with it was based on work previously done in developing the 

Winnetka Graded Book List.24 Having assigned the books on the list 

to levels through scientific means, the desire now arose to devise 

a way to assign other books on the list to similar levels by the 

use of objective procedures. The first step was to select one 

hundred and fifty books from the Winnetka list which were suited 

in level of difficulty and interest for children in grades three 

to nine. These books were carefully evaluated for factors that 

would affect grade placement. Among the factors studied were 

vocabulary difficulty, sentence structure, parts of speech, para

graph construction, general structure, and physical make-up. 

The factors that indicated a definite rise or fall from grade 

level to grade level were chosen for further study. Various combi

nations of the remaining factors were tried and a series of multiple 

24-
Washburne and Vogel, Ojd. Git.o 



correlations found. The four factors that provided the highest mul

tiple correlation were made the basis of a regression equation. The 

elements finally combined•were; number of different words, number 

of prepositions, number of words not occurring in Thorndike1s list, 

and number of simple sentences. The first three were based on a 

1,000 word sample and the last on a seventy-five sentence sample.^5 

In 1935 Gray and Leary published the findings of their re

search in the area of readability,, This work was directed mainly 

toward isolating additional factors which affect the comprehensibility 

of written material,, A total of eighty-two factors were identified. 

A criterion was selected which consisted of forty-eight selections 

of approximately one hundred words each taken from books, magazines, 

and newspapers read for the most part by adults. The difficulty 

level of the criterion was established as the average comprehension 

score of a group of adults who read these materials. Many of the 

factors were discarded for various reasons. For example, some could 

not be reliably isolated while some correlated highly with each other. 

In the final analysis five factors with a multiple correlation 

coefficient of .6435 were included in a regression equation. These 

were: number of different hard words, number of first -, second -, 

— 

Mabel Vogel and Carleton Washburne, "An Objective Method 
of Determining Grade Placement of Children's Reading Materials," 
SLementary School Journal* 28: 373-381, January 1928. 
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and third - person pronouns, percentage of different words, average 

sentence length in words, and number of prepositional phrases. 

In January of 1938 Washburne and Vogel published their re

vised formula. This -work was especially important to the present 

study since the changes involved a simplification of the formula's 

application and its extension to include the measurement of materials 

intended for grades one and two* The formula was simplified by 

eliminating the preposition count, by listing -words as uncommon if 

they were outside of the first 1500 rather than if they were outside 

of the first 10,000 words on Thorndike's list, and finally, by 

devising a chart which reduced the time needed for its application. 

The new correlation of the revised factors was 086. The inclusion 

of the lower grades in the formula required the establishment of 

material which would serve as a criterion for these grades. This 

was accomplished by carefully selecting list s of books at the first, 

second, and third grade levels which were rated as easy or hard by a 

number of experienced primary teachers. Children were then given 

standardized reading tests and the ones whose score fell nearest to 

the median of their half-grade were chosen to read the selected 

materials. Their time and errors were recorded as they read these 

materials and based on these data the materials were assigned grade 

levels which were spaced one half-grade apart. These books were then 

p/! 
William So Gray and Bernice E. Leary, Ifliat Makes A Book 

Readable? Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1935. 
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, analyzed for factors that might be related to difficulty,, The pre

vious books chosen for the higher grade levels were restudied and a 

new regression equation formulated,27 

In 1939 Yoakam devised a formula which derived significance 

from the fact that it utilized only vocabulary as a factor in deter

mining the comprehensibility of written materials.. It was therefore 

the refinement of the previous word counts into a statistical formula,, 

Also, because if its simplicity, it was used to a considerable extent 

in the more recent evaluations of textbooks. This formula is based 

on the rating of relative difficulty given to words in the Thorndike's 

Teacher's "Word Book of 20,000 words.^8 It was found that simpler 

materials had words with serial numbers below four, while more dif

ficult materials had words with serial number of four and above in 

the Thorndike liste This was stated as an assumption to be proven. 

Next, materials were developed to be used as a criterion. These 

were one hundred-word sample selections taken from fiction, science, 

aviation, geography, and legends. These selections had values ranging 

from zero - no words from the Thorndike list with a serial number above 

four - to selections that contained words whose serial numbers totaled 

one hundred. Multiple - choice type questions vrere devised to check 

27 Carleton Washburne and Mabel Vogel Morphett, "Grade 
Placement of Children's Books," Elementary School Journal* 
38: 355-364, January 1938, pp. 10-13, 138, 199, 311-333. 

Thorndike, ojd. cit.. 
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comprehension on these materials and finally, the latter was admin

istered to 2,763 children in grades four to six who had previously 

been given a standardized reading test. The children1s scores on the 

especially devised comprehension test were then compared with their 

scores on the standardized reading test. The values or levels of the 

selections were established in terms of the average number of children 

of a known reading ability who reached a certain score on the materials 

as determined by the comprehension test. In this way the validity of 

the previously stated assumption was proven.29 

Lorge's work published in 1944 was part of the trend toward 

the simplification of readability formulas by reducing the number of 

difficulty factors to be used in the final regression equation. His 

formula contained only three factors but was not the first to be 

simplified in this way. As was noted earlier, Uashburne and Mor-

phett^O and Yoakam-^ had devised simple formulas. Lorge's study, 

however, was important because, in developing his formula, he took 

the predictors of reading difficulty which had been isolated by other 

researchers and, by combining them in various ways to form multiple 

correlationss was able to show that the use of a few easy to deter

mine predictors gave as satisfactory a multiple correlation'; asr.a 

29 'Gerald A0 Yoakam, Basal Reading Instruction. New York, 
McGraw-Hill Book Company Inc., 1955, pp« 329-34-0° 

^Washburne and Morphett, op. cit. 0 

^Yoakam, ojo. Cit.. 



larger combination of some of those which were more difficult to 

isolate,, 32 

The Dale-Chall formula, published in 1948, was developed 

primarily to test the comprehensibility df adult health materials. 

It is discussed briefly here because it does point out the use of 

readability formulas in judging adult materials and because it has 

been used to determine the readability of children's reading materials. 

This is a formula that uses only two factors and is designed to eval

uate materials above the fourth grade level. The factors used are the 

number of words outside the Dale list of 3,000 familiar words and 

average sentence length. The criterion on which the formula was 

based was the McCall-Crabbs Standard Test Lessons.33 

Flesch has done considerable research work in the area of 

readability. His formulas have been widely used but for the most 

part to test materials written for adults. Mention is made of his 

work here because his revised formulas are the first attempts to 

measure, through objective means, the "interest" phase found within 

the broader definition of readability. His first formula published 

32 
Irving Lorge, "Predicting Readability," Teachers College 

Record. 45: 404-419, March 1944» 

-^Edgar Dale and Jeanne S. Chall, "A Formula for Pre
dicting Readability," Educational Research,Bulletin, 27: il-20, 
28, February, 1948„ 



In 1943 measured, only the comprehensibility of -written materials and 

used the following factors, average sentence length, affixes per one 

hundred words, and personal words per one hundred words. The cri

terion used was McCall-Crabbs Standard Test Lessons in Reading, The 

revision, published in 194&> resulted in the formulation of two 

separate formulas, one to determine "reading ease" the other to 

measure "human interest". The former is measured by average sentence 

length in words and by syllables per one hundred words. Human in

terest is measured by determining the number of personal words 

per one hundred words and the number of personal sentences per one 

hundred sentences. The correlation coefficient of the human interest 

formula - referred to as Formula B - is .4-3. This is low when compared 

with .70 which is the correlation coefficient of the other formula, 

Formula A. Flesch, however, argues that Formula B measures only the 

effect of interest on comprehension and that the formula1s real value 

rests in the fact that interest will also increase the reader1s 

attention and motivation for reading.34 

One of the most recent readability formulas, published in 

1953, and one that is particularly related to the present study is 

the Spache Readability Formula. This formula is significant in 

that it is the only one developed specifically to determine the 

"^Rodolph Flesch, "A New Readability yardstick," Journal 
of Applied Psychology. 32: 221-233, June 19PP« 111-120. 



readability of materials written for the primary grades« The factors 

used to determine level of difficulty were sentence length and pro

portion of hard words. The criterion used was a group of two 

hundred and twenty-four samples of one hundred words each taken from 

one hundred and fifty-two books in common use in grades one through 

three0 Grade levels were assigned to these books according to their 

classroom use. The books were then studied for factors affecting 

their level of difficulty which would give the best multiple-

correlation coefficient. The correlation coefficient obtained on 

the two factors finally chosen was .818. 
r 

A change was made in the formula in 1957. This involved a 

change over to Stone's revision of the Dale list of 769 words.35 

The author suggests that at least five to ten samples be taken 

depending on the length of the book. However, the advantage of this 

formula lies in the fact that only one hundred words are needed for 

a single sample. This means that materials with few words and many 

pictures, which is frequently the case with books for the very young, 

can be tested for comprehensibility with this formula. The only 

requirement being that it contain at least one hundred words0 Because 

of its comparative recency, this formula has not been the subject 

of cross-validation studies but as was noted earlier, its original 

-^Charles Rc Stone, "Measuring Difficulty of Primary 
Reading Materials: A Constructive Criticism of Spachefs Measure," 
ELementarv School Journal. 57: 36-41> October, 1956. 



validation rated high# This formula also differs substantially from 

most of the others in that it accepts the grading by the publishers 

of the books used as the criterion as proof of their level of 

difficulty0 ̂  

No attempt will be made to develop the extent to -which the 

various readability formulas were used to determine the cc-^pre-

hensibility of textbook materials. The following statement by 

Chall is given merely to show that these formulas were utilized 

in this area: 

With the publication of the newer readability form
ulas, a renewed interest in the appraisal of textbooks ' 
has developed,, The latest studies use the grade-level 
indexes of the formulas to judge suitable difficulty,, 

A final treatment of the studies related to the present one 

will deal with the application of the newer readability formula 

technique to children's literature,, As was pointed out earlier 

in this chapter, the study of the readability of children's 

literature focused its attention in the beginning on the phase of 

interest and content. The study by Jordan^ made in 1917-18 was 

cited as one of the first important ones in this area0 With the 

George Spache, Good Reading for Poor Readers. Champaign, 
Illinois, The Garrard Press, Publishers, 1958. 

37 
Chall, 0£o cit.. p0 1-4*1 • 

38 
Jordan, o&. cit00 
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publishing of Thorndike1first word list in 1921, however, attention 

was given to a study of the comprehensibility of children's literature. 

This is evidenced by the fact that the Lively and Presseŷ  study 

using the word count, while primarily concerned with textbooks mat

erials, did include the evaluation of the two items of children's 

literature. 

The previously referred to studies by Washburne and Vogel̂  

in 1926 and by Terman and Limâ  in 1925 were objective attempts 

to determine the readability of children's literature in the broader 

senseG Subjectivity was involved to a certain degree since format 

and content were dealt with in addition to comprehensibility. Weight 

was given to all three phases when individual books were given a 

rating in the book lists which were finally compiled. 

The Winnetka Formula, published in 1928 and discussed 

previously in this chapter, led to the purely objective analysis of 

children's literature The use of the readability formula placed 

an emphasis on the limited area of readability constituting the 

-̂ Edward L. Thorndike, "Word Knowledge in the Elementary 
School," Teachers College Record, 22: 334-370, September, 1.921. 

4°Lively and Pressey, og. cit.„ 

; 1 
Washburne and Vogel, ojd0 cit.. 

T̂erman and Lima, ojd. cit.e 

Ŵashburne and Morphett, op. cit.. 



, comprehensibility of the materials and involved, for the purposes of 

this study, isolating this phase from the other phases -which were 

concerned with format and content,, 

Between 1928, when the Winnetka formula was published, and 

1945 few studies were reported which applied readability formulas 

to children1s literature for the prime purpose of determining the 

comprehensibility of written materials in this area. One study that 

did accomplish this end used the Winnetka formula to aid in estab

lishing the level of difficulty of books reported in "The Eight Book 

for the Right Child". This book was published in 1933 and revised 

in 1936 and 1942.̂ * It constitutes a graded buying list of children's 

books similar to the Winnetka Graded Book List̂  discussed earlier in 

this chapter. The ratings given were based on the judgement of a 

committee of librarians and by application of the Winnetka formula. 

Chall, in her review of the application of readability 

formulas in the area of children's literature, reports no studies 

during this period. 4-6 The lack of practical application of read

ability formulas in this area may be due to the fact that this was 

M̂ary S. Wilkinson, Vivian Weedon, and Carleton Washburne, 
The Bight Book for the Right Child. New York, John Day Company, 1933. 

Ŵashburne and Vogel, ojd0 citc. 

^Chall, on. citoo pp. 133-134* 



the period during which intensive studies were being made in the area 

of textbook readability through use of the -word count, It appears 

that formulas were being developed during this period bujb not applied 

to any great extent. 

However, validation studies involving the Winnetka formula 

did occuro Bergman in 1936 made a validity study on the original 

Winnetka formulae He compared the rating given to a group of seventy 

supplementary reading books by means of the Winnetka formula against 

the rating given to the same books by teachers. The range of the 

ratings given by the teachers proved to be narrower but the correlation 

between the two forms of rating was ,69,̂  

A study by Walther devoted entirely to the evaluation of 

magazines is reported here because it achieves a cross-validation of 

the Winnetka formula with the Gray-Leary formula, The Winnetka 

formula was applied to the January, May, and September issues of 

twelve different magazines. The Gray-Leary formula was applied only 

to the September issues of these same materials, A correlation of 

,73 vas obtained between the t-wo methods in the measurement of the 

same issues.̂  

in 
 ̂W, Go Bergman, "Objective and Subjective Grade Placement 

of Supplementary Readers," In Reconstructing Education Through 
Research: Official Report of the American Educational Research 
Association, Washington, D0C,, The Association, 1936, pp, 263-271, 

Ĉyrilla Walther, "The Reading Difficulty of Magazines," 
School Review* 51: 100-105, February, 194-3, 
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In 1945 loakam. published a report which dealt basically with 

the readability of textbooks but which also reported on the reading 

difficulty of certain English classics,. Of the nineteen books eval

uated, the lowest rated at the 7o0 grade level and the highest at the 

12o0 grade level. None had a rating below seventh grade.̂  

A study conducted by Miller and published in 1945 is 

especially significant and especially related to the present study. 

It attempted to determine the level of difficulty of a certain class 

of children's books and did it in such a way as to provide a cross-

validation of the HLnnetka formulae He set out to determine the 

level of reading ability required to comprehend the books which had 

been granted the John Newbery Award0 The method used was to develop 

a comprehension test based on the materials in the books being studied. 

These tests were then administered to some one hundred sixth and 

seventh grade pupils who had already been given the Stanford Reading 

Test. A grade level was established for each of the books which was 

based on the Stanford reading score - expressed in terms of grades -

which was required in order that at least fifty per cent of the subjects 

answered correctly at least seventy-five per cent of the questions 

on the especially constructed comprehension test. The grade level 

thus established was then compared with the results obtained through 

the application of the original and revised Winnetka formulas and the 

Ŷoakam, 0£0 cit0. ppG 21-22. 



Flesch formula« In analyzing this phase of the Miller study Chall 

says: 

In spite of the tendency to underestimate difficulty 
we can conclude from Table VIII that the Winnetka formula 
(1938) predicted adequately the grade placements of these 
books when compared -with Miller* s tested grade-placements. 
Theoretically, we would expect about half the books to fall-
within .8 of a grade of the criterion according to the 
original data presented by Washburne and Vogel0 In Miller's 
study we find half of the Hinnetka predictions within one 
grade of tested grade-placement0 This is especially good 
since the criterion in the standardization of the Hinnetka 
formula differed from that of Miller. 

The results of the Miller study indicated that the Newbery Award 

books were too difficult for children in the elementary grades. All 

but two of the twenty-three books evaluated were above the elemen

tary levelo Twenty-one of the titles were rated in difficulty from 

grades seven through grades eleven.̂  

... . In 1953- there was published a study by Sward and Harris which 

sought to determine any change in the reading difficulty, interest, 

and thematic content of children1s literature during the passing years. 

This was accomplished through the application of the Flesch formulas 

to materials found in the children's magazines "St Nicholas" and 

"Child Life" between the years 1873 and 194-6 inclusive. Reading ease 

and human interest were determined by use of the formula but the 

-̂ UChall. op. citof p. 74 

5lLeo R0 Miller, "Reading Grade Placement of the First 
Twenty-three Books awarded the John Newbery Prize," Elementary 
School Journal. 46:394-399, March 1946. 



thematic content was obtained by categorizing the behavior exemplified 

in the materials and then determining the amount of the material that 

fell into each of the categories. The results of the study indicated 

that, although there had been great changes in the format of the 

written materials presented for children's consumption, there was 

little change in the level of difficulty, human interest, or thematic 

content. The authors felt, however, that additional studies with 

different types of materials needed to be made before any sweeping 

conclusions could be drawn,, 

Kinzer and Cohan published in 1951 a brief study concerned 

with determining the comprehensibility level of children's classics 

which had been modified. The Flesch and Dale-Chall formulas were 

applied to thirty-eight books. The Flesch formula placed them all 

between grades five and seven. The Dale-Chall formula placed them 

all between grades four and ten. The latter tended to grade higher 

and provided a greater range.53 

A very thorough study of the validity of readability formulas 

was made by Russell and Fea and published in 1951. It compares the 

ratings given to twelve popular books of juvenile fiction by six 

-̂ Barbara Sward and Dale B. Harris, "The Reading Ease, Human 
Interest Value, and Thematic Content of St Nicholas Magazine; A 
Study of Children's Literature," Journal of Educational Psychology. 
42:153-165, March 1951. 

*̂ John R. Kinzer and Natalie R0 Cole, "How Hard Are the 
Classics?" The English Journal. 4-0:210-211, April 1951» 
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different readability formulas - Dale-Chall, Flesch, Lewerens, Lorge, 

Winnetka, and Ioakam<> The books to be evaluated were selected and 

given comprehensibility ratings by a group of librarians. The results 

•with respect to the validity of the "Winnetka formula is summarized as 

follows: It, along with the Yoakam formula, rates the books consis

tently higher than do the librarians; It and the Dale-Chall formula 

tend to have the highest correlation v/ith the rest of the formulas and 

with each other, this latter correlation is .87; It is relatively 

objective with regard to its application which is a factor affecting 

reliability. A definite limitation of the study as a whole was the 

fact that it included for study only a small number of books.̂  

Craig reported in 1954- on his study of the difficulty level of 

best sellerso The Yoakam formula was applied to best selling hooks of 

the period 1662-194-5. Three hundred and twenty-four books were in

volved but only fifty-eight were books written for children. With 

respect to the latter, the median difficulty was 8.8, the range ex

tended from 3.2 to 13.0. Thirty-four of the fifty-eight titles were 

rated at the ninth grade level or above. Only eleven of the total 

measured below the seventh grade level0 These findings led the author 

to conclude that many of the books children are required to read are 

54-David H. Russell and Henry It. Fea, "Validity of Six Formulas 
as Measures of Juvenile Fiction," Elementary School Journal. 52:136-
144-j November 1951. 
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too difficult for themD 55 

In 1956 Hollingsworth ascertained the difficulty level of bodes 

taken from a select list. The Yoakam formula was applied to two 

hundred and twenty-eight books selected for use in grades four, five, 

six, seven, and eight in the elementary schools of the state of Ohio0 

These books were selected from six-year intervals between the years 

1908 and 1957. The median difficulty of the entire sample proved to 

be 7.9 and the range extended from 3<»7 to 13.1. Less than one fifth 

of the books were found to be placed in the grade level designated 

for them by the Yoakam formulas No significant change in difficulty 

was noted between books published prior to 194-0 as compared with those 

published after that year. The general conclusion arrived at was 

that books are reasonably well placed in grades seven and eight, but 

that not enough readable books are selected and placed in grades 

four, five, and six0 It was suggested that objective criteria, 

especially vocabulary items, be used along with expert opinion in 

placing books on graded lists. 

In concluding this review of the literature relating to the 

present study it should be noted that a relatively small number of 

Ĵames C. Craig, "The Readability of Children's Literature," 
In A Report of the Tenth Annual Conference on Reading - Readability: 
Finding Readable Materials for Children. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 
University of Pittsburgh, 1954° 

Glenn H. Hollingsworth, "The Readability of Ohio Reading 
Circle Books," In Dissertation Abstracts, 16:2345-2349, 1956. 
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studies were found which attempted to determine objectively the suit

ability of the materials written in the area of children's literature. 

The three researchers who did attempt this - Miller,^ Craig,and 

Hollingsworth,59 found that their select samples gave evidence of a 

lack of suitable materials for the lower levels of reading ability,, 

This tenative hypothesis is explored further in this present work. 

-̂ Miller, op0 cit.* 

-̂ Craig, 0£. cit„. 

59nollingsworth, op. cit.. 



CHAPTER III 

COLLECTION OF THE DATA 

Introductory Statement 

In order to test the hypothesis of this study which states that 

publishers of children's literature are supplying an adequate amount 

of books capable of being understood by average readers at the inter

mediate grade levels and in order to explore the related sub-problems, 

the data gathering procedure involved certain basic steps„ These 

were, (l) Selecting the sample (2) Choosing the evaluating instruments 

(3) Obtaining the sample and applying the evaluating instrument (4) Ob

taining information on public school enrollment and on the yearly 

total of children's books published. 

Selecting the Sample 

Since this study attempts to encompass the situation in the 

United States as a whole with respect to the adequacy of the supply of 

childrens books, the determination of a proper sample plays a vital 

parto This made it necessary to decide on the selection of a completely 

random sample from among all the children1s literature made available 

by publishers in this country0 

60 
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Having made the decision to use a completely random sample of 

all children's literature made available in the United States during 

the period studied, the next problem confronted was that of determin

ing the identity of the population# By definition, random sampling 

requires that each member of the population being studied had an equal 

chance of being chosen. To accomplish this there was needed a list of 

all children1s literature made available through publishers during 

the period being studied,, The source used in the formation of this 

required list was the trade journal, "Publisher's Weekly"0 This pub

lication is listed by Winchell as being the standard American book 

trade journal which contains lists of new publications of the week„~ 

The publication referred to above has, as one of its integral 

parts, a section called "The Weekly Recoi-d" which contains the list 

of new publications. The purpose of this section is best illustrated 

by the following statement by the publishers concerning its roll: 

This list aims to be a complete and accurate record of 
American book publications in the week just preceeding the 
date of issue,, Publishers should send copies of all 
books in advance to assure entry simultaneous with publi-
cation0 Books not received in advance will be listed as 
near publication date as possible,, The annotations are 
descriptive, not critical; intended to place, not to 
judge the books. 

-̂ Winchell, o£0 cit0. 

2This statement appears at the beginning of the "Weekly 
Record" section in all issues of the Publisher's Weekly,, 



It seemed fair to assume that publishers would make every 

effort to have their new books become a part of this listing since the 

latter is a basic reference source. Not to do so would, to a certain 

degree, create a barrier to sales. This, combined with the fact that 

the Publisher1s Weekly is considered by librarians and others closely 

associated with the book trade as being the only authoritative source 

of information concerning the total volume of books published in the 

United States, led this investigator to accept it as an accurate list 

for use in this study. 

The books published expressly for individuals other than 

adults are classified in the "Weekly Record" section as "juvenile". 

No textbooks or standard references such as encyclopeias were in

cluded in this classification. The annotations under the titles in 

the "juvenile" classification were read to determine which of them 

were song books and also to determine whether a textbook or stand

ard reference book had been included through oversight. None of 

the aforementioned type books was included in this study. A complete 

population of all books made available in the United States during 

the period studied was accomplished by listing all books found under 

the classification "juvenile" in the "Weekly Record" section of the 

copies of Publisher1s Weekly published during the period extending 

from June 1, 1956 through June 30, 1958 and excluding only those 

types previously mentioned as not being included as a part of this 

study0 The completed list totaled two thousand nine hundred and 



forty-nine books. 

Since the actual size of the base population had bsen est

ablished, it was now possible to determine better the size of the 

sample to be drawn. One hundred and fifty books was decided upon as 

the number to be used. The decision to use this sized sample was not 

entirely an arbitrary one. ?roin a statistical point of view it re

presented an adequate proportion of the total population and, in case 

the distribution of the placement of thesu books proved to be sym

metrical, a statistical treatment of the data might be made grade by 

grade rather than by the grouping of grades into Primary, Intermediate, 

and Junior High School levels. 

With the base population and the size of the sample deter

mined, it was now possible to select the actual sample,. This was 

accomplished through the use of a table of random numbers found int 

Tate's "Statistics in Mucation". The instructions for its use were 

also obtained from this seme source.3 The actual list of titles 

chosen is found in Appendix A. The decision was made at this point 

that, should it prove impossible to obtain any one of these titles or 

should it prove impossible to evaluate any one of them with the instr

ument chosen for this purpose, another title to replace it would be 

selected by continuing through the table of random numbers from the 

_ 

Merle !•/. Tate, Statistics in Education. New York, The Kac-
millan Company, 1955> pp« 9-10, 568-569. 
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point where the last title in the original sample was chosen. Any sub

stitutions would seriously impair the complete randomness of the 

sample and therefore every effort was made to avoid this procedure. 

The study was completed without changing any of the original one hun

dred and fifty selected. 

Choosing an I2valuating Instrument 

i'he fact that this study was to concern itself mainly with the 

comprehensibility phase of readability ias.dc it almost imperative that 

a readability formula be used as the evaluating instrument. 

The process of selecting an appropriate formula was complicated 

by these two factors, (l) /. large number of formulas was available for 

use (2) "To one of these formulas was capable of providing a grade place

ment for the wide range of books found in the sample being used. 

The Revised 'Jinnetlca Readability formula was finally selected 

because it appeared, upon close analysis, to be the one best suited for 

the task0 This formula is shown in Appendix H« The section "Compre

hensibility - A Phase of Readability" in Chapter II refers to features 

of this formula which make it suitable for use in this study. One of 

its most important features in this respect is the fact of its origi

nal creation for the purpose of measuring the comprehensibility of 

children's literature. Lorge makes the following statement concern

ing this feature: 
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The Utility of statistically-derived empirical for
mulae requires an understanding of their underlying 
assumptions and limitations. Fundamentally, the readability 
formula can only be applied to books like those evalu
ated in the course of its development 

The fact that it is based on a careful and thorough statisti

cal treatment of a very large sample must in part account for its 

high validity in measuring the placement of reading materials of the 

type used in the present study. As was noted in the sections referred 

to above, the coefficient of correlation of this formula with its 

criteria is 0860 Its early origin - published in 1929 - has permitted 

this original validation data to be verified through actual applica

tion of the formula to children's reading materials. Also, cross-

validation studies during the intervening years - see the chapter on 

"Related Literature" - have permitted the consistency and the accuracy 

of results obtained by means of the Uinnetka formula to be compared 

•with those obtained by means of other formulas,. 

The Uinnetka formula required that the material to be evaluated 

have at least 1,000 -words and seventy-five sentences in order that 

valid results be obtained. This meant that probably some books in the 

chosen sample could not be tested and -would therefore have to be re

placed. This characteristic of the formula was not viewed as a factor 

which mitigated against its acceptance since no other existing formula 

•̂Irving Lorge, "Readability Formulae - An Evaluation", SLemen-
tary English. 26: 86-95, February 194-9, p. 87. 
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was capable of accurately evaluating the range of books found in the 

sample,, A thorough discussion pertaining to the resolution of this 

problem follows belovo 

The Winnetka formula also required more time for its applica

tion than did most other readability formulaso This was not looked 

upon as a limitation since the additional amount of time needed in its 

application is directly related to the fact that it considers both 

vocabulary and sentence structure in judging the comprehensibility of 

a given piece of written materialo This is in contrast to formulas 

£ 

such as Yoakam1s which determine the difficulty level of written mater

ials through an analysis of vocabulary alone. Dale and Chall consider 

average sentence length as being secondary in importance only to vocabu

lary in determining comprehensibility8̂  A study by Robinson reported 

in 194-0 concluded that simplification of materials both through reduc

tion of vocabulary load and reorganization of sentence structure led to 

a greater comprehension and that this was accomplished without loss in 

7 
inspirational value of the materialo The same individual reported a 

study in 1947 which concluded that language structure is important 

along with vocabulary in determining the difficulty of paragraph 

Ŷoakam, o£0 cit00 

D̂ale and Chall, ojd,, cit0. p„ 17 

''Francis P. Robinson, "Comprehension Difficulty and Inspira
tional Value," Journal of Genetic Psychology. 56:53-65, Marc£i 194-0o 
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£ comprehension. 

In view of these findings it was decided that the Winnetka 

formula, which considered both vocabulary and sentence structure, 

would be preferred to one which utilized vocabulary alone. The implica

tion being that any additional time consumed in applying the formula 

would be justified if even a small degree of increased accuracy in 

grade placement of books resulted therefrom,. 

The advantages and disadvantages reviewed in the preceeding 

paragraphs were carefully weighed. The resulting decision in favor 

of accepting the Winnetka formula as the basic evaluating instrument 

in this study was also influenced by the opinions of such authori

ties in the field of readability as Dale, Chall, and Lorge0 All of 

these individuals endorsed the use of this formula for the evalua

tion of children's voluntary readingô AO 

Having chosen the Winnetka formula as the basic evaluating 

instrument to be used in obtaining a grade placement value for each of 

the books in the sample, the next step involved making provisions for 

F̂rancis Pe Robinson, "The Effect of Language Style on Read
ing Performance," Journal of Educational Psychology. 38: 149-156, 
March 194-Oo 

9ffilgar Dale and Jeanne S0 Chall, "Techniques for Selecting and 
Writing Readable Materials," Elementary English. 26:250-257, May 194-9, 
Po 254° 

10Lorge, 0£. cit0, p. 93 



those books which might contain less than 1,000 words and seventy -

five sentences. 

As reported in the "Preliminary Statement of Procedures" found 

in Chapter I, the adequacy of the supply of suitable books for the 

intermediate grade levels was to be determined by making a comparison 

of the proportion of total books made available at these levels with 

the proportion of the total public school enrollment found there, To 

accomplish this all books in the ssmple needed to be placed at a grade 

level based on the comprehensibility of the written material they con-

tainedo A subjective evaluation of the format and the content of the 

books with less than 1,000 words and seventy-five sentences would un

doubtedly have categorized the majority of them as being best suited 

for the primary grades. However, since this study was concerned solely 

with an objective evaluation and placement of children's literature 

based on its comprehensibility, this type of evaluation of even a small 

number of the total sample would be undesirable0 It was therefore de

cided to apply another readability formula - one designed specifically 

to grade primary materials - to those books in the sample which could 

not be evaluated by the Winnetka formula for the reason given above,. 

The Spache Readability Formula was the only one of this type 

available and so it was chosen for the purpose even though cross-

validation studies between it and the Winnetka formula had not been 

made0 This formula is shown in Appendix I® To overcome this difficulty 



it was decided to make a basic assumption that a certain amount of 

similarity existed between the ratings given by the t\jo instruments 

to the saiae materials and then proceed to determine the extent of 

this correlation by conducting a cross-validation stud;.- as a sub-

problem related to the total study. This basic assumption of the e: 

istence of a similarity in ratings seemed to be a reasonable one in 

light of this statement by Lorge. 

There will be some correlation between the ranlc orders 
1 1 given the seme materials by different formulas.-1— 

The Spache formula, then, was applied to any book in the 

sample which could not be evaluated by the '.vTnnetka formula because 

of an inadequate supply of words and sentenceSo 'i'iie grade place

ments so obtained through application of the .'jpaciie formula were 

translated into equivalent Uinnetka rating after statistical treat

ment of the cross-validation data gave information on the extent 

of correlation of the two formulas and the possible differences be

tween their ratings. 

The cross-validation of the two formulas was accomplished 

by applying the Spache formula ta all books in the sample which had 

been rated by the HLnnetka formula, as being at the 3.9 grade level 

or below. The limiting of the sample for purposes of cross-valida-

tion to books at the primary level was considered advisable due to 

the fact that the opache formula had originally been validated on 

materials designed basically for this level,, The sample provided 

-L-LLorl̂ o, op. cit. „ p. 93. 
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twenty-two books rated by MLnnetka as being at the primary level and 

both formulas were applied to these. A list of these books and the 

ratings given to them by the two formulas can be found in Appendix B0 

Obtaining the Sample and Applying the Evaluating Instrument 

During the beginning stages of the study consideration was 

given to the fact that only a part of the books in the randomly 

chosen sample would be available through local sourceso It was felt 

that the publishers would have to be relied upon to furnish the re

maining titles® Since the success of the study depended on obtain

ing all of the books selected in the original sample and since the 

publishers would be the key to securing the remaining titles not 

otherwise available, it was decided that a pilot letter should be sent 

to randomly selected publishers to determine their reaction towards 

cooperating in a research of this type,, The letter contained a brief 

statement of the purpose and method of the proposed study and a re

quest for their support. It was explained that the latter involved 

supplying any title made available through their organisation which 

could not otherwise be obtained,. These titles were to be promptly re

turned in good condition after the formulas had been applied. In re

turn for this aid they were promised a report on the rating given to 

all of their books included in the study. Nine of these letters were 

sent and seven affirmative replies were received. No answer was re

ceived on the remaining two0 
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The enthusiastic support of the majority of the publishers con

tacted made it appear that the securing of a completely random sample 

was indeed feasible,, This proved to be the case since all titles in the 

original sample were located for study0 A detailed statement of the 

number of books secured from the various sources is found in Appendix C0 

The Winnetka formula was applied basically in accordance with 

the complete directions provided in the "Winnetka Chart for Determin

ing Grade Placement of Children's Books"ô T̂his basic procedure in

volved taking a 1,000 word sample with an equal number of the words 

taken from each page and then determining the total number of differ

ent words found in the sample and the number of words falling outside 

the fifteen hundred commonest words based on the Thorndike listo The 

next step involved taking a sample of seventy-five sentences with an 

approximately even number of sentences taken from each page and as

certaining the number of simple sentences within this sample. The re

sults of these various counts were then placed in a special formula 

which provided a grade level rating for the book under study,. 

The Spache formula was applied in accordance with the revised 

instructions provided in the book, "Good Reading for Poor Readers"o"̂  

1 Q 
Mabel Vogel Morphett, Vivian Weedon, and Carleton Washburne, 

Winnetka Chart for Determining Grade Placement of Children1s Books. Phil
adelphia, Division of Publications, The Reading Clinic, Department of 
Psychology, Temple University, 1938„ (Chart) 

"̂ Spache, ojo. citoo 
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The basic prodecure required the selection of one hundred-word samples 

from various parts of the book. A count was taken of the number of 

words in each sample which were outside the Stone word listo The num

ber of sentences in each sample was also ascertained,. The data thus 

obtained was applied to a formula-type work sheet which resulted in a 

grade level ratingo The ratings from all the samples taken were aver

aged to obtain the grade level of the book being evaluated,. 

The instructions for the Spache formula suggested that from 

five to ten samples of one hundred words each be taken in applying 

the instrument to a particular book0 The number of samples in each 

case was to be determined by the total number of pages in the book 

being evaluated. This allowed for considerable discretion to be used 

in determining whether five, sire, seven, eight, nine, or ten samples 

would be taken in the case of any individual book. Since the final 

rating of the book would be affected by the number of samples - bearing 

in mind that this final rating is based on an average of all the 

sample ratings - it was decided that the following procedure would be 

adhered to in order to insure more uniform results: 

1„ Never take less than five samples unless the book 
contains an insufficient number of words to permit 
five samples to be taken,. In this case take as 
many samples as the total number of words will 
allowo 

2c Take exactly five samples if this will include at 
least the sampling of every tenth page of the 
booko In a study by Leifste every tenth page was 
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determined to be an adequate sampling in order 
to insure reliability of the results0̂  

3o In longer books enough samples will be taken so 
as to include every tenth page but the number of 
samples are never to exceed ten» 

Since most of the books evaluated by the Spache formula were 

basically designed for the primary grades, they contained a relatively 

small number of pages and therefore required the taking of only five 

samples for the most partc A few of the books with only a small 

number of words produced less than five samples and some of the longer 

books required as high as ten„ 

The ratings obtained through the application of these two for

mulas to the one hundred and fifty books in the sample are found in the 

appendixeso Appendix A contains the Winnetka ratings of one hundred 

and thirty-four titles and the remaining sixteen books listed there 

have ratings based on an application of the Spache formula and which 

have been interpreted in terms of the IJinnetka formula. The statisti

cal analysis of the data which resulted in the ratings for these six

teen books is discussed in the following chapter entitled, "Analysis 

of the Data"0 As was mentioned above, Appendix B gives the ratings 

o35 both the Spache and the Winnetka formulas on the twenty-two books 

designed for the primary gradeso This is the basic data used in the 

B̂ertha Vc Leifste, "An Investigation of the Reliability 
of the Sampling of Reading Material," Journal of Educational Research. 
37:441-450, February 1944, p. 448» 



cross-validation of the two formulas0 Appendix D gives the basic 

Spache ratings on the sixteen books •which contained less than 1,000 

•words and seventy-five sentences and which, therefore, could not be 

rated by the Uinnetka formula,. In addition, this appendix gives the 

equivalent Winnetka ratings based on a statistical analysis of the 

cross-validation data® 

The application of the two readability formulas required a 

considerable expenditure of time during the beginning stages of their 

use in this study,, The Spache formula, since it presumed to measure 

only the simpler types of materials, was the easiest to apply even dur

ing the initial attempts,, This resulted from the fact that the data 

was acquired through a purely mechanical process of noting which words 

were not on the given word list and by counting the number of sentences 

found in the sample,, After the procedure was firmly established, the 

length of time required to obtain a rating by means of this formula 

was approximately one and one half hours0 The time required varied 

somewhat from book to book since it depended on the number of samples 

that were to be taken# 

The Winnetka formula, which measured the comprehensibility of 

books extending over a relatively broad range, required more time for 

its initial and later application,. This was due in part to the fact 

that it involved a longer word list and required a count of the number 

of different words in the sample in addition to the number of words 

falling outside the word listo For the most part the initial applica
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tion of this formula proved difficult because of the numerous excep

tions to stated rules that needed to be considered and also because of 

the careful analysis demanded for an accurate differentiation among 

simple, complex, and compound sentence types0 After an evaluation of 

the first ten books the approximate time involved in the application 

of this formula was two and one half hours0 

Obtaining Data on Public School Enrollment and on the 
Yearly Total of Children1s Books Published 

In order to make a comparison of the proportions between the 

number of books made available for the various school grade levels 

and the number of pupils found at these levels it was necessary to ob

tain information concerning both these areas. 

Data on the number of books was determined directly from the 

random sample after the formulas had given each book a grade placement 

valueo 

Information as to the proportion of the public school enroll

ment falling at each of the grade levels one through nine was secured 

directly from the United States Office of Slueation Biennial Survey015 

Instead of including only the years involved in the study - June 1956 

through June 1958 - it was decided to include an average of the enroll-

l̂ U.So Office of Education Biennial Survey of Education in the 
U.S.. Chapter II, 1952-1954, p. 225. 



merit figures for the years 1945 through 1954« This was done to obtain 

a more stable figure. The year 194-5 was chosen as the starting point 

because this was the beginning of an upward trend in enrollment which 

has continued up to the present date0 Extending the period to include 

1954 allowed the cycle of increased enrollment to make itself felt in 

all the grades from one through nine. Since the study involved all of 

these grades, it seemed that this procedure would provide a more accur

ate picture of the proportion of the pupil population ordinarily found 

there. 

Information needed in order: to compare increases and decreases 

in public school enrollment during the years 1934 through 1956 with 

similar fluctuations in total children's book production dui'ing the 

same period was obtained from two sources. Enrollment data came from 

the United States Office of Education Biennial Survey,,The yearly 

total of children's books made available in the United States was 

taken from Publisher's Weekly. The third issue published in January 

of each year contained the section entitled, "American Book Production" 

which provided the data on this -topic,, 

-*-%0S. Office of Education Biennial Survey of Education in the 
U.S.. Chapter II, 1942-1944, 1954-1956, pp 33, 58-59 



CHAPTiSR IV 

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 

Introductory Statement -

I-Jlien the last of the one hundred ana fifty books in the sample 

•was received and evaluated that phase of the study concerned with the 

collection of data needed to test the main hypothesis and e:rplore the 

related subproblems was brought to a close. The analysis of these 

data was now organised into the following sequence: 

1. Cross-validation of the T/innetka and Spache formulas. 

This answered the question as to the amount of correlation existing 

between ratings given by the two formulas when they ore applied 

to the same materials,, The results obtained, while pertaining directly 

to the subproblem on cross-validation, were also utilized in testing 

the central hypothesis of this study. 

20 Converting Spache ratings to Winnetka ratings,, This in

volved the use of a regression equation which was in turn based on 

correlation data secured in the step referred to directly above. 

3. Testing the central hypothesis. Here the data was brought 

to bear on the question of the adequacy of the supply of suitable books 

being made available by publishers for those children whose reading 

77 
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achievement is commensurate with that ordinarily found in the intermed

iate grades. At this point attention was also focused on the subproblem 

concerned with determining the situation in the primary and junior high 

school levels with regard to this same question,. 

4o Adequacy of total book production,, Study of the data in 

this final area was directed toward supplying information on the sub-

problem which dealt with the determination of the total number of books 

being made available currently by publishers as compared with the total 

number made available in previous years. 

The statistical formulas used in this analysis of the data are 

shown in Appendix J. 

Cross-validation of the 1-fi.nnetka and Spache Formulas 

Appendix B contains the list of twenty-two books used in the 

cross-validation of the two formulas and also shows the grade ratings 

given by each of the instruments,, The list includes all books in the 

sample which were rated by the Winnetka formula as being below the 

fourth grade level in comprehensibility0 

A brief study of the grade ratings indicated sun apparent 

difference in the variability between the twenty-two grade ratings 

given by the Winnetka formula when compared with the same number of 

ratings obtained through the Spache formulae The latter gave grade 

placements extending from 3.0 through 4.6 with a total range of 1,6 
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grade levels while the former gave placements extending from 0.5 

through 3.8 with a total range of 3.3 grade levels. 

Computation of the means and the standard deviations of the 

Spache ratings and the Winnetka ratings considered as two seperate 

sets of data gave further evidence of differences between the two. 

The Spache ratings had a mean of 3.8 and a standard deviation of 0.U 

while the Winnetka ratings had a mean of 2.9 and a standard deviation 

of 0.8. The greater standard deviation of the Winnetka ratings gave 

further evidence of the increased variability of this formula's ratings 

when compared with those of the Spache formula. 

The previous statement as to the highest and the lowest grade 

placements in each set of ratings suggested that the Spache formula 

tended to rate consistently books higher than the Winnetka formula. 

This was further substantiated by the difference in means. In order 

to ascertain whether or not this higher mean of the Apache ratings was 

merely a chance occurrence the significance of the difference;between 

the two means was obtained through statistical procedures. Although 

this investigator felt that the formula which determined the standard 

error of the difference between correlated means should be applied, 

Garrett implied it should be used only in those cases where the means 

were obtained from the same test administered to the same group at 

two different times.̂  The formula for determining the standard error 

1. Henry E. Garrett, Statistics in Psychology and Education, 
New York, Longmans, Green and Company, 1958, p. 32o<, 
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between uncorrelated means was applied. Allowance was made for the 

small sample size in obtaining the standard error of the mean0 The "t" 

test was then used. The final "t" obtained was 4-°0o With a sample of 

this size the "t" required to reach the O01 level of significance was 

2.83o This indicated that the difference between the mean ratings 

given by the two formulas when applied to the same materials was high

ly significant snd could not therefore be looked upon as a chance 

occurrence0 

Having ascertained- the differences between the ratings given by 

the two formulas, the amount of correlation was then obtained through 

a calculation of the product moment coefficient of correlation. The 

obtained correlation was .34® This value failed to reach the .05 

level of significance. To reach this level of significance a correl

ation of „42 was required. It might be noted here that, other condi

tions remaining the same, a sample size of thirty-one instead of 

twenty-two would have produced a con-elation between the two formulas 

which would have been significant at the .05 level of confidence. Fur

ther evidence of correlation was obtained through application of the 

"rank difference" method. The ranlc correlation or rho was .29 but 

when four pairs of books whose ranlc differences were the most extreme 

were removed from the sample a correlation of .70 resulted. Removal 

of these same four sets of books resulted in a product moment "r" of 

.4-5o The computation of correlations after removal of part of the 

sample was done merely to show the occurrence of extreme fluctuations 
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and are not to be considered as basic findings. In light of the above 

evidence it is felt that an attempt to interpret the significance of 

the obtained correlation of .34 should take into consideration the 

extremely small sample from which it was derived. 

It would appeejr that the Spache formula, although correlated 

with the Winnetka formula, places its ratings within a narrower group

ing and also rates books consistently higher than does the other for

mula. Figure 1 attempts to illustrate graphically the nature of the 

relationship existing between ratings obtained through an application 

of the two formulas to the same materials. 

Converting Spache Platings To Winnetka Hatings 

Testing the central hypothesis of this study required the 

assignment of each of the books in the sample to a definite grade level 

so that the proportion of books falling at each level might be deter

mined. In turn these proportions could then be compared with the pro

portion of the school enrollment found at these same levels. This 

procedure required the use of a uniform method of determining the grade 

level of each of the books in the sample. 

In this study there were sixteen books not rated by the V/in*-

netka formula due to their lacking the one thousand words needed for an 

evaluation by this formula. The ratings first given to these books 



FIGURE 1 

COMPARISON OF THE DIFFERENCE IN RATINGS GIVEN BY THE IIINNEIKA AND SPACHE FORMULAS TO IDENTICAL MATERIALS 
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wore those derived from an application of the Spache formula. The list 

of those books is given in Append!:: D0 The analysis of the cross-

validation data in the preceding section has established the existence 

of a significant difference between the ratings given by the two for

mula So This would not permit a Spache rating to be substituted direct

ly for a Winnetlca rating. 

Under these circumstances it was decided to use a regression 

equation in score form to secure a comparable rating for all the one 

hundred and fifty books contained in the sample. The procedure follow

ed was to apply the Spache formula to the sixteen books which could 

not be rated by. the l/innetka formula and then use the regression equa

tion to convcrt the obtained Spache placements into equivalent Uinnetka 

placements. The results gave comparable ratings for all books in the 

sample. The existence of a correlation between the two formulas per

mitted the use of a regression equation. An assumption of the normal

ity of the distribution of the population from which a sample is drawn 

underlies the application of both the "t" test previously employed and 

the ̂ regression equation. This assumption was not warranted in the 

case of the present sample. However, since Fraser points out that 

this is relatively unimportant provided the distribution is not badly 

skewed it was felt that the practical results would not be distorted 

in the present study by a lack of normality in the distribution.^ 

2 
Donald A0 D. Fraser, Statistics, an Introduction. New York, 

John Wiley and Sons, 1958, p. 296. 



A question arose as to the propriety of using a regression 

equation when both variables are subject to error,. In this case the 

probable error of estimate of the Uinnetka formula established during 

its original validation was 0„80 of a grade level and that of the 

Spache formula was stated as being „33 of a grade level. Doubt in this 

area was removed by l-iandansky who pointed out that linearity of regress

ion allows the use of regression for purposes of prediction when both 

variables are subject to error 

The converting of a Spache rating into a Uinnetka rating in 

the case of each of the sixteen books listed in Appendix D -was accom

plished through use of the regression equation where "X" was designa

ted as the unknown Uinnetka rating to be solved for and "Y" stood for 

the known Spache rating for that particular book0 The know values 

of the means and standard deviations of "X" and "Y" and the value of 

the correlation between "X" and "Y" were taken from the previous sec

tion entitled, "Cross-validation of the Uinnetka and Spache Formulas" <> 

These values were placed in the score form of the regression equation,, 

The solution for "X" in the case of each of the books gave the equiva

lent Uinnetka ratings as show in Appendix D0 

The standard error of estimate, based on a correlation of „34 

and a standard deviation of Q08Q for the Uinnetka ratings in the cross-

3Albert Mandansky, "The Fitting of Straight Lines When Both 
Variables Are Subject to Error," Journal of the American Statistical 
Association, 54*174 - 205, March 1959o 



validation study, was determined to be 0«S0o Also to be considered in 

stating the total error of the equivalent Winnetka rating was the pro

bable error of estimate of the original Spache rating. This was 

stated earlier as being „33o The two types of errors were not addi

tive therefore the total error of the equivalent Winnetka rating was 

obtained in this manner: The probable error of estimate of the Spache 

formula - .33 - was multiplied by the quantity r 0 Again the 

values used were obtained from the cross-validation data. The answer-

.23 - was then added to the standard error of estimate of the regress

ion equation - 0.80. The final total error arrived at was 1.03 or 1 

grade level. This total error is somewhat larger than the probable 

error of estimate of the Winnetka ratings. This total error of the 

equivalent Uinnetka ratings can be interpreted to mean that in the 

case of any grade placement arrived at through the application of the 

regression equation to a Spache rating there is equal liklihood that 

the true placement of the book lies at some point between one grade 

level below and one grade level above the derived Winnetka rating. 

After applying the regression equation to each of the books 

listed in Appendix D it was noted that in each case the equivalent 

Winnetka rating was lower than the original Spache rating. The aver

age difference between the two ratings for the entire sixteen books 

was O.SOo This corresponds to the 0o80 of a grade level which was 

ascertained to be the amount of the difference between the ratings of 

the two formulas in the preceeding analysis of the cross-validation 
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data. However, by the use of the regression equation this significant 

difference in ratings was not arbitrarily subtracted from each original 

Spache rating in order to obtain the equivalent Winnetka rating. The 

sinount the original Spache rating was reduced tended to vary in each 

case with the size of this original rating. That is, a book with ab

original Spache rating of 309 would be reduced more in terms of tenths 

of a grade level than would a book with an original Spache rating of 

2o0. 

The final ratings given the sixteen books discussed here 

placed them all at the primary grade levels. This is where subjective 

judgement would perhaps also have placed them due to their format and 

contento 

Testing the Central Hypothesis 

The prime concern of this research is to test the hypothesis 

which holds that publishers in the United States are currently making 

available an adequate supply of children's literature capable of being 

understood by children whose reading ability is commensurate with that 

ordinarily found at the intermediate grade levels© The approach to 

the problem involved the acceptance of a basic assumption that a posi

tive relationship should exist between the proportion of books pub

lished for the various grade levels and the proportion of the total 

school enrollment found at these various levels,, Then followed the 
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gathering of the necessary data to determine whether or not this condi

tion actually existed during a given period. 

The procedure for the collection of the data was covered in 

Chapter III. The basic data to be analysed in testing the central 

hypothesis is given in Figure 2. 

Data in Figure 2 pertaining to the number of books in the 

sample falling within each of the nine grade levels was obtained from 

Appendix A. This appendix lists the one hundred and fifty books used 

in the study and gives the original or equivalent Winnetka grade 

placement of each. Five of the books in the sample were placed above 

the ninth grade level. These are not included in the above total 

since the study is concerned with only the grades 1 through 9. 

Data in Figure 2 pertaining to total public school enrollment 

was taken directly from the Biennial Survey of Education in the U.S. 

and, as was previously explained in Chapter III, is based on the aver

age total enrollment during the ten year period from 1944 through 

1954c4 

The significance of the difference between the proportion of 

books and enrollment was determined through use of the clii-square test. 

The portion of books at the various levels was considered the observed 

frequency and the portion of enrollments found at the same 

"̂U. S. Office of Education Biennial Survey of Education in the 
U.S.. Chapter II, 1954-56, pp. 58-59. 
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FIGUIU3 2 

BASIC DATA TO BE ANALYZED IN TiiSTING TIE CENTRAL HYPOTHESIS 

Number 
School of Books Enrollment 
Grade (Sample) (Total Population) 

1 4 3,039,626 
2 15 2,540,352 
3 19 2.405.376 
Primary 38 8,035,854 
total 

4 11 2,312,139 
5 25 2,197,952 
/ G 30 2.076.590 
Intermediate 66 6,586,681 
total 

7 23 1,981,246 
r V  
O  8 1,786,948 
9 10 1,778,113 
Jr. High 41 5,546,307 
total 

Grades 1-9 145 20,168,842 



levels was considered the expected frequency. The test was then 

applied to ascertain the divergence of observed results from the eject

ed results. 

The frequencies used in the chi square test were in all cases 

expressed as percents. These percent figures were always obtained 

through a division of the actual number of the occurrences at a given 

grade level by the total possibilities of the occurrence within the 

three grade levels included in that particular test. 

This can be best illustrated in the case where the chi square 

test is applied to the proportions at the three intermediate grade 

levels, grades and 6. The observed frequency for grade 4 ex

pressed as a percent was obtained through a division of 11 (the total 

number of books in the sample falling at that grade level) by 66 

(the total number of books found at the combined 4-th, 5th, and 6th 

grade levels). The observed frequencies for the 5th and 6th grades 

were obtained in a similar manner. The expected frequency for grade 

4 was obtained through a division of 2,312,139 (the enrollment found 

at that grade level) by 6,5S6,6S1 (the total enrollment found at the 

combined 4th, 5th, and 6th grade levels). 

Figure 3 suggests that the proportion of books being made 

available for the intermediate grades is significantly greater than 

the proportion of the enrollment found there. However, the chi square 

value obtained was 5o06o The figure needed to be significant at the 
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.05 level of confidence was 5.991. For the purpose of testing this 

central hypothesis it was decided at the outset that the findings 

would have to reach the .05 level of confidence before they would be 

regarded as significant. It must therefore be said that the greater 

proportion of books being provided at the intermediate grade levels 

as compared to the proportion of the total public school enrollment 

found there must be attributed to chance and might be reversed if 

other similar studies were made. 

The above findings do not, however, require that the central 

hypothesis of the study be rejected,, By not accepting the obtained 

chi-square value as significant we are in effect stating that the 

size of the proportion of books being made available at the inter

mediate level is the same as the sise of the proportion of the total 

school enrollment found there and that the greater proportion of books 

over enrollment found in the present sample is due merely to chance. The 

chi-quare needed to reach the .10 level of significance was 4-.&05. 

In this sample the proportion of books was so much greater than the 

proportion of the enrollment that a chi-square value was attained 

that passed the .10 level of confidence,, This permits us to say that, 

even though the large proportion of books in our sample must be attri

buted to chance, there are less than ten chances in one hundred that 

this was actually the case. There is therefore very little likelihood 

that other samples taken would produce a proportion of books which 

would be significantly smaller than the proportion of the school enroll-
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FIGURE 3 

COMPARISON OF THE PROPORTION OF BOOKS MADE AVAIL
ABLE AT GRADE LEVELS 1-9 AND THE PROPORTION OF TOTAL 
PUBLIC SCHOOL ENROLLMENT FOUND AT THESE SAME LEVELS 
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At this point a subjective element was introduced into the 

analysis of the data relating to the testing of the central hypothesise 

Books were shifted from one school level to another based on a subject

ive analysis of format and content,, Hunt, in her criticism of object

ive ratings and of the HLnnetka formula ratings in particular, had 

pointed out that formulas, because they did not take into consideration 

content and format, placed certain books which were suitable only for 

the very young at the higher grade levels where they were definitely 

unsuitedô  

This investigator made a subjective study of each book in the 

sample at the time the formula was applied. It was discovered that 

certain books, intended by format and content for the primary grades, 

were placed in the intermediate grades because of their comprehen-

sibility levelo But an even more striking occurrence of this type 

cajne to light with respect to the higher grades. Here light fiction 

with a definite theme of romance intended for teen-agers was placed in 

the intermediate grades because of its relative ease of comprehension. 

Erom these observations it became apparent that the propor

tion of books assigned to the intermediate grades because of compre-

hensibility level contained a certain number that, from the standpoint 

of format and content, were unsuitable there and should be removed. 

1  1  1  ' [ *  1  i  in  ii  i  i i i  i  ^ 

''Clara w. Hunt, "Protest Against liiLnnetka Lists," Library 
Journal. 59: 470, June 1934= 



It was decided to remove these and again apply the chi square test of 

significance. The purpose was to determine whether or not the reduc

tion in the proportion of books found at the intermediate levels would 

be great enough to indicate statistically an inadequate supply of books 

in this areao 

The procedure used in selecting books to be removed from the 

intermediate grade classification involved basically the subjective 

judgment of the investigator* This judgment was checked with the pub

lisher' s suggested placement or by the actual placement of the book 

in the local library. As a basis for his judgments the investigator 

used the notes he had made at the time the books were originally 

evalusted. Having selected a title as being unsuitable for the inter

mediate grade levels, the publisher's suggested placement was consult

ed and also the library placement whenever it was available. In no 

case was there any basic disagreement among the judgments. It should 

be remembered that the basic decision involved only the determination 

of a book's suitability in content and format for the aged children 

ordinarily found at the /+th, 5th, and 6tli grade levels. Ten books 

were removed through this procedure. 

Complete information on the ten books removed from the inter

mediate classification is found in Appendix G. The chi square test 

was again applied to the proportions at the intermediate levels and 

the value obtained was 2oS5. The probability that the greater per
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centages of books over enrollment at these levels was causedby factors 

other than chance was now greatly reduced« Tho acceptance of the null 

hypothesis which holds that there is no real difference between the 

percentage of books and enrollment is now even more valid. 

It can be noted here that a sufficient removal of bocks from 

these levels would eventually lead to a significant difference between 

the percentage of books and enrollment and that a graphic presentation 

of these facts would indicate the proportion of books to be below the 

proportion of enrollment. 

To provide information on the subproblem concerned with deter

mining the adequacy of the supply of books at the primary and junior 

high school levels a similar chi- square test was applied to the data 

in each of these areas. 

The chi-square value obtained for grades 7, 8, and 9 at the 

junior high school levels was 3.56. The value required for signifi

cance was again 5o991. The difference between proportion of books 

and enrollment was not significant. Figure 3 gives a graphic presenta

tion of the nonsignificant difference between the two percentages. At 

this point an attempt was made to place tentatively in the junior high 

school classification those eight titles listed in Appendix G as hav

ing been removed from the intermediate classification because their 

content was too advanced for these grades. This was done to deter

mine whether a significant chi-square value would be obtained. If 



tiiis occurred it would suggest that the proportion of books made 

available for the junior high school grades was greater than the pro

portion of the total school enrollment at these levels would warranto 

Various ways of assigning the eight books were tried and after 

each method of assignment the chi square test was applied. These 

methods of assignment ranged from placing ell the books at one grade 

level to distributing them equally among the three grsdes0 No sign

ificant chi square value was obtained except when all eight books were 

assigned to the 7th grade,, It would appear questionable to attach im

portance to any significant difference attained in this fashion,, Appen

dix G indicates that five of these eight books have a dominant love 

theme which should be more suitable for later high school years or 

high school proper,. One book deals with the problems of teen-agers 

and gives considerable attention to marriage and career plansD It is 

also less suitable for the average 7th grader. Only two books were 

considered, from the standpoint of content, to fit as well into the 

7th grade as into the other two higher grades. Under these conditions 

it would appear more reasonable to continue acceptance of the null 

hypothesis which denies the existence of any real difference between 

the proportion of suitable books made available for the 7th, 8th, and 

9th grades and the proportion of the total public school enrollment 

found thereo 

With respect to the primary grades Figure 3 indicates a consid

erable divergence between percentage of books and enrollment,. It shows 



the proportion of books falling well below the proportion of total en

rollment found, at these grade levels. The chi square test proved 

these differences to be significant at the „05 level and almost sig

nificant at the .01 level. The latter required a chi square vslue of 

9.2lo The obtained chi square value was o.17» The significance of 

this difference strongly supports a position which holds that the 

findings of the present sample shoving a relatively small proportion 

of books is not a chance occurrence and that tliis condition actually 

exists within the "1300k population from which the sample was drawn. 

No attempt was made to include the two titles listed in 

Appendix G as being too simple in format and content for the inter

mediate gradeso It was felt that since a sixth grade reading 

achievement level was required to comprehend their content they would 

be inappropriate as reading material for the primary grades. This 

would not negate their value as materials to be read aloud to young 

children. 

Adequacy of Total Book Production 

The last subproblem to be dealt with is the one which attempts 

to determine the general adequacy of the total number of children's 

books produced,, The method employed in attacking the problem was to 

compare current total book production with that of previous years. 
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YEARLY PERCENT OF CHANGE IN TOTAL CHILD
REN' S BOOK PRODUCTION AND TOTAL PUBLIC 
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Figure 4 gives a graphic representation of the percents of 

change in total book production during the years 1934 through 1956 and 

permits a comparison of these changes with those occurring in total 

public school enrollment during these same years. Both percentage fig

ures were computed directly from their respective total populations. 

The basic data for total book production used to construct Figure 4 is 

found in Appendix 2 while similar data on total enrollment is found in 

Appendix F. 

According to Figure 4 total production of children's books has 

for the most part shown substantial yearly increases,, The only major 

period of decline being the war years from 1941 through 1944. Percent

age of increase in total book production has consistently remained well 

ahead of percentage of increase in total school enrollment. 

It should be remembered that the figures on total book pro

duction include all types of children's books. This means that the 

figures given in Appendix 3 also include the relatively inexpensive 

type usually having a cardboard binding. This type of book is usually 

sold in drug stores, five-and-ten cent stores, and supermarkets dir

ectly to parentSo School and public libraries seldom purchase this 

type of book mainly because the binding is not sufficiently strong to 

withstand the wear and tear of constant usage,, To the extent that this 

type of book is being published in increasing numbers9 the total pro

duction increase must not be interpreted to mean that the supply of 



books from which teachers and librarians can select is increasing in 

direct proportion. 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AMD IMPLICATIONS 

Introductory Statement 

In this study an attempt has been made to provide inform

ation on the adequacy of the supply of books for children at the 

intermediate grade levels where limited research has suggested 

that an inadequate supply exists. A similar probe was also made 

at the primary and junior high school levels0 

Having formulated the problem, scientific problem-solving 

procedure required as a next step that data be gathered to provide 

answers to questions bearing directly on this central topic0 This 

involved basically the selection of a random sample of children's 

books and the application of the Revised Winnetka and the Spa.che 

Readability formulas which determined the comprehensibility of each 

book in the sample in terms of grade levels0 Then followed the 

arrangement, analysis, and interpretation of this data. A point in 

the study has now been reached where conclusions and implications 

are to be drawn based on the gathered data and its interpretation. 

The Central Hypothesis and Related Subproblems 

The central, hypothesis of this study as stated in Chapter I 

100 
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reads as follows, "The publishers of children1s literature have, in 

recent years, provided an adequate supply of books capable of being 

understood by average readers at the intermediate grade levels of the 

elementary school". A chi square test applied to the data in this area 

found no real difference between the proportion of books publishers 

made available for intermediate grade readers and the proportion of the 

total public school enrollment found at these same levels» This means 

that the number of books for intermediate grade readers supplied by 

publishers during the period from June 1956 through June 1958 was 

directly in proportion to the number of children ordinarily enrolled 

there. 

Before making a definite statement with respect to the adequacy 

of the supply of books for intermediate grade readers being made avail

able by publishers in the United States it would seem necessary to re

fer again to the term "readability" as used in the title of this re

search and to review the limitations placed on this term for the pur

poses of this study. It must be recognized that, although this pre

sent research is classed as a readability study, it concerns itself only 

with one phase of readability when this term is used in its broadest 

sense. It deals specifically with the determination of the comprehen-

sibility of children's books through the use of an objective formula. 

Although this study did not ordinarily concern itself with the 

other aspects of readability, namely format and content, in the analy

sis of the data for the intermediate grades special consideration was 
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given to these areas. By removing the books of the sample which were 

suitable for that area from the standpoint of comprehensibiiity but 

unsuitable from the standpoint of format and content a new number of 

books and a new proportion was obtained for these levels,, A statisti

cal analysis of the new data provided no significantly different re

sults. This meant that the number of books for intermediate grade 

readers supplied by publishers during the given period was directly 

proportional to the number of pupils ordinarily enrolled there and 

that this held true even when all three aspects of readability - for

mat, content, sJid comprehensibility - were considered. 

In light of the above facts, it seems apparent that the find

ings of this particular study tend to support the viewpoint that pub

lishers of children's literature have, in recent years, provided an 

adequate supply of suitable books for intermediate grade readers. A 

conclusion of this type should be considered tentative, however, until 

supported by additional studies of a similar type. 

The question no \j arises as to whether or not the present 

findings and conclusions conflict with those arrived at in earlier 

studies in the area of children's literature. As early as 1934* 

Thorndike claimed that publishers were not providing an adequate supply 

by stating: 

There simply are not enough books satisfactory in 
both content and vocabulary to provide wide reading 
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for pleasure-by the lower half of the pupils in grades 
4, 5, and 60 

The findings of the present study would seem to contradict this 

claim,, The possibility remains that the original claim was in error 

or that since that time publishers have taken steps to remedy the 

situation. In any case, this study gives tentative indications that 

the particular condition no longer exists at the present time. 

Kollingsworth applied a readability formula to the children1s 

books selected for distribution in a limited region of the United 

States and reports that the selections for the 4th, 'jth and 6th 

grades were too difficult for these levels of reading achievement. 

The books at the 7th and otli grade levels were reported as being 

properly placed with respect to difficulty. Unlike Thorndikc, he im

plies the existence of an adequate supply of books and suggests that 

objective formulas be used to aid in selecting suitable books for 

the intermediate grades. The present study, by indicating that an 

adequate supply of suitable books for the intermediate grades is be

ing made available, supports llollingsworth1 s contention that faulty 

selection rather than inadequate supply is the cause of a lack of 

p 
suitable books at the intermediate levels0 

_ 

Edward L. Thorndike, "Improving the Ability to Head," 
Teachers College Record, 36: 123-144, November 1934* P» 136. 

2 Ilollingsworth, 0£. cit.. 
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The findings of this present study concerning the adequacy of 

the supply of suitable books for the intermediate levels might encour

age other local areas to make studies similar to Hollingsworth's in 

order to determine their own status v/ith respect to these grade levels 

and v/ith a view toward correcting any inadequacieso It may have been 

that previous intentions on the part of schools and libraries to deter

mine exactly the amount of the shortages at these levels and to correct 

these conditions were discouraged by the feeling that little could be 

done until publishers furnished an adequate supply to select from. 

Craig's study also involved a select list. It pointed out the 

high cornprehensibility level of the classics which made them suitable 

reading only for the high school grades.̂  Miller made a similar state

ment regarding the selected list of books included in his study,. His 

list included the books granted the John Nev/bery award.4 Both of these 

studies suggested that lists made up of the more worthwhile type of 

reading tend to have a high cornprehensibility level and are, for the 

most part, unsuited for readers in the intermediate grades. Let it be 

assumed that further study has verified that an adequate supply of suit

able books for these levels is being furnished. Nov/, unless a direct 

positive relationship exists between the cornprehensibility level of a 

book and its worth as literature, the implication is that the selec

tion committees are not giving adequate consideration to the factor 

Ĉraig, 0£. cit.. 

•̂ Miller, ojd0 cit.» 
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of comprehensibility when making their choices,, 

Before attempting a statement of broader conclusions and im

plications pertaining to all grades 1 through 9 there is a need to 

study more closely the findings concerning the adequacy of the avail

able supply of suitable books for the primary ajid junior high school 

levels. 

An application of the chi- square test at the junior high 

school levels gave no indications of a significant difference between 

the supply of suitable books made available for these grades and the 

proportion of total enrollment found there. This held true even when 

the proportion of books at these levels was increased by giving atten

tion to content which required the transfer of certain books from the 

intermediate to the junior high school classification,, The procedure 

followed to accomplish this was discussed fully in Chapter IV under, 

"Testing the Central hypothesis". 

In view of these findings it would seem reasonable to conclude, 

as was done in the area of the intermediate grades, that an adequate 

supply of suitable books is being made available at the junior high 

school levels. At the same time the findings do not justify accept

ance of the viewpoint that a significantly greater proportion of books 

is being made available than is warranted by the proportion of the 

total school enrollment found there,, 

The acceptance of the viewpoint that there exists an over



abundant supply of suitable books for the junior high school levels 

might be justified under certain conditions. If it could be demon

strated that a. reasonable number of books, rated by means of objec

tive formulas, are placed at the intermediate levels because of the 

comprohensibility factor when actually their content and format, 

especially the former, make them also suited for the junior high 

school grades« In this instance we have a book which can be under

stood by a reader in the junior high school and which has a content 

and format also suitable for this age group. This type of book can 

then be rated as being suitable for both the intermediate and junior 

high school grades. 

It should be noted that the reverse situation does not hold 

true. That is, a book whose format and content is suitable for both 

the intermediate and the junior high school grades but whose compre-

hensibility level is commensurate with the latter grades cannot be 

considered as suitable for both groups. Yoakam makes this statement 

concerning comprehensibility as a vital factor in readability and 

the need to consider it when rating materials: 

But the thing that will ultimately determine the 
readability of a given type of material to its reader is 
its comprehensibility. If he can not comprehend the 
meaning of a given piece of material he vri.ll not be able 
to read it, for reading is interpretation of the mean
ing of what is written or printed. Failure to corupre-
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hend meaning is to fail to read a passage or a selection. One 
can not be said Jo read unless the meaning intended by the -writer 
is clear to him.'' 

This study made no attempt to identify through subjective 

means books placed at the intermediate levels by the formulas but 

which, because of format and content, may have also been suitable for 

the next higher Icvelso The subjective phase of this study attempted 

merely to identify and remove from the intermediate classification 

those books in the sample which, because of content, were too simple 

or too advanced and therefore definitely unsuited for this level,, Al

though one might imply that an overabundant supply of suitable books 

for the junior high school grades exists, the actual findings here in 

no way substantiate the existence of this condition. 

At this point it might bo well to discuss possible errors in 

placement of books suggested in the immediately preceding paragraphs 

as stemming from the reliance upon readability formulas alone. 

This type of error is quite certain to occur when an attempt 

is made to separate one aspect of readability from the others and, 

after this is accomplished, to give ratings to materials based solely 

on this one aspect. This is most readily apparent in the case of the 

objective formula which isolates the aspect of comprehensibility and 

5 
Gerald A. Yoakam, "'Why Readability is a Problem to Teachers," 

In A Report of the Tenth Annual Conference on Reading - Readability: 
Finding Readable material for Children, Pittsburgh 13, Pennsylvania, 
University of Pittsburgh Press, 1954 > P» 12. 
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places its grade placement entirely on this one factor. Nevertheless, 

the same error might occur where placement is made based on subjective 

evaluation of format and content and -where the factor of comprehen-

sibility is improperly evaluated or ignored completelyc This type of 

situation might occur in the case where a parent purchases a book for 

his intermediate-gra.de child in order to stimulate him to read. lie 

may be so impressed with the many-colorful illustrations and by the 

content which coincides with his child1s interests that he selects the 

book in spite of the fact that its comprehensibility level is far be

yond the reading level of its intended user. In the end this type of 

selection may tend to create a barrier to the development of real 

reading interests rather than stimulate them. 

This study has been primarily concerned with the application of 

readability formulas to children's literature and has, therefore, eval

uated these materials primarily from the standpoint of comprehen

sibility. For this reason it seems appropriate to review this study 

with the intention of ascertaining possible shortcomings which the 

findings may possess and also to evaluate their seriousness. 

Referring to Hunt's criticism of the grade placement of books 

through the application of the HLnnetka formula, the following state

ment points to an error in placement arising from a reliance on for

mula evaluation alone: 
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IIow is it possible for any children's librarian to 
approve a list which ignores subject interest so completely 
that Benjamin Bunny, adored taken-to-bed book of three-
year-olds, is shuffled by the Ifinnctka machine on to 
grade 5 shelves? 

A similar situation occtirred in this study0 Appendix G lists 

two books that were reraoved from the intermediate grades classification 

because a subjective analysis of content indicated they were intended 

for younger children. On first consideration it would appear that 

the publishers erred in permitting such a disparity between compre-

hensibility and content to occur. This criticism is unjustified, 

however. A subjective evaluation of the content of these books in

dicated that they were never intended to be read by the younger-aged 

child but were a type of "read-it-aloud" book which a more mature 

reader presents to younger children for their appreciation and en

joyment. Few would question the need for this type of material for 

the development of interest in reading and for the development of 

general readiness in the very young. The limited subjective analysis 

made in the course of this study clearly supported the criticism that 

ratings by formula alone will tend to overestimate the placement of 

the "read-it-aloud" type book intended for the very young. 

This investigator felt that the shortcoming referred to drove 

was not too serious. It was noted that only two books were listed in 

Ĥunt, o£>. cit0o 
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Appendix G as being unsuited for the intermediate grades because of 

their simplicity of content. There were actually other books of the 

sample classified as intermediate which by subjective judgment were 

considered as being appropriate for reading aloud to younger children. 

These were not removed from the given classification because subjective 

judgment interpreted their content and format as being suitable for 

the levels in which they were placed by the application of an objec

tive formula. To this investigator it implied that not too frequently 

would the situation arise where a book1s format and content raade it 

suitable solely as a book to be read aloud to the very young but whose 

comprehensibility level determined by formula caused it to be mis

placed into a higher level. In addition, when this did occur a. cursory 

study of the content should indicate the material to be of this special 

typo. The section below dealing with conclusions to be drawn from the 

data gathered in the primary area will point out in detail why tiiis 

special !lread-it-aloud" type book, while it cannot be considered suit

able material for the intermediate grades, also cannot be considered 

as suitable reading material for the primary grades. 

Perhaps a far more serious error with regard to book placement 

was uncovered while using subjective judgment in removing those titles 

from the intermediate classification which were considered too advanc

ed in content. 

As was noted earlier in this chapter, a certain book may have 
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a comprehensibility level which, by formula rating, places it at the 

intermediate level but which has content and format making it suitable 

for both the intermediate and junior high school levels. This means 

that the book is rated as being suitable for orQy the former levels 

when it is in fact suitable in terms of content, format, and comprehen

sibility for the latter also, 

A similar error in placement occurred in the case of the 

eight books listed in Appendix G as having been removed from the 

intermediate classification because of content that was too advanced 

for the interests ordinarily found at these levels,, For the purposes 

of this study the titles were removed so as not to distort the propor

tion of books found at the intermediate levels. The error in the 

placement of this type of book also has serious practical implica

tions. Placing it at the intermediate levels encourages it to be 

selected for readers in those grades. Only a close study of the con

tent and a knowledge of children* s interests would show it to be 

entirely unsuitable for most readers there. 

The above shortcomings pertaining to the use of readability 

formulas in the placement of children's books were uncovered during 

the course of this study. Using these as a basis, certain tentative 

conclusions can be drawn concerning the role of formulas in facil

itating the proper selection of children's books. 

The general introduction in this study contained the Chapter I 
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has indicated the importance of proper book selection in meeting the 

individual needs of children in our democratic system of education. 

Authorities in the field of reading such as Yoakam point out the vital 

importance of coruprehonsibility in the proper selection of these 

books.''' Studies such as the one by Russell and Merrill point out that 

oven such er-zperts in the field as children's librarians cannot agree 

closely vrith one another in rating the eomprehensibility of children's 

books. The following statement emphasises this point: 

Table I indicates, however, that little agreement 
about difficulty level can be e:rpected froin a group of 
children's librarians,, It calls into question the pro
cedures of some publishers of juveniles and of book 
lists in determining the level of a bock by a feu so-
called e:qiert opinions." 

In addition, certain limited aspects of this study have clearly indi

cated that readability formulas alone cannot be relied upon to insure 

proper selection of books. 

in light of the foregoing statements it appears reasonable 

to conclude that readability formulas need to be combined vith subject-

7 Gerald A. Yoskam, "IJhy Readability is a Problem to Teachers," 
In A Report of the Tenth Annual Conference on Reading Readability: 
Finding Readable Material for Children, Pittsburgh, University of 
Pittsburgh Press, 1954? P* 12. 

uDavid II. Russell and /Inn F. Merrill, "Children's Librarians 
Hate the Difficulty of Hell-knov/n Juvenile Books,""Elementary English. 
28:263-268, Fiay 1951, p» 264.0 
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ive judgment in order to provide for effective book selection. An 

accurate application of a tested readability formula can resolve the 

difficult task of determining the reading achievement level needed to 

understand the contents of a particular book. With this factor known, 

the individual teacher, librarian, or parent is then in a better posi

tion to focus attention on other aspects of readability, namely content 

and format. In this msxmer a better selection can be made based on a 

general knowledge of children's reading interests and on the interests 

of the particular child or group of children for whom the book is 

being selected. 

It is also conceivable that a uniform and objective measurement 

of the comprehensibility level of children1s books followed by careful 

analysis of their content and format by teachers and librarians might 

lead, to an awareness of undesirable lack of agreement among the differ

ent "aspects of readability. Such lack of agreement was evidenced in 

books used in the present study. For example, a book might have a 

format which included many colorful illustrations and also the size of 

the print would be that ordinarily found in intermediate level books. 

The content too gave ample indications that the book belonged at this 

level. An application of the formula, however, rated some of them as 

having a high comprehensibility level, one being actually placed in the 

tenth grade. A refusal on the part of librarians and teachers to buy 

this type of book would probably lead to a greater effort on the part 

of publishers to avoid this type of error. 
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An analysis of the data pertaining to the adequacy of the 

supply of books at the primary levels provided certain tentative find

ings. The chi-square test applied in this area to determine the amount 

of difference between the proportion of books and the proportion of 

enrolliacnt resulted in a value which approached the *01 level of 

significance. The chi-squore value of 8.17 permits the statement that 

there are less than two chances in one hundred that the findings in 

this study, which show a significantly smaller proportion of books be

ing made available at the primary levels than would be warranted by 

the proportion of total school enrollment found there, occurred by 

chance. From this it might be concluded that the supply of suitable 

books being made available by publishers for the primary grades is 

inadequate. 

LVen though from a statistical standpoint the preceding con

clusion is warranted, the serious practical implications of its un

qualified endorsement lead this investigator to believe that any 

acceptance should be completely tentative. This attitude of caution 

can be justified in light of the fact that no other studies exist 

which substantiate these findings,. The serious practical implica

tions resulting from the acceptance of these findings which show a 

lack of supply of suitable books at the primary levels are, in the 

investigators opinion, psychological.. Earlier in this chapter it was 

suggested that the findings of this study indicating an adequate 

supply of books being made available at the intermediate levels might 
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encourage schools and libraries to study their own situation in this 

area with the knowledge that any existing shortage could be remedied 

by more accurate selection,, The reverse would hold true with regard 

to the findings in the primary area which show that publishers are 

not supplying adequate amounts of books„ A school or library which 

felt that it lacked an adequate collection of suitable primary books 

might be less inclined to take proper action if it was generally 

accepted that sufficient books for these levels were not readily 

availableo 

Another restriction pertaining to the findings in the area of 

the primary grades needs to be considered,, This study was chiefly 

concerned with an objective determination of the coinprehensibility of . 

children's books and their grade placement in accordance with this 

criterion. Therefore, the proportion of books made available for 

the primary grades does not include those books which are too diffi

cult reading for primary children but which might be read aloud to 

them by a more mature reader. This proportion includes only those 

books capable of being read and understood by the pupils with a 

primary reading achievement background. It is true that if the two 

books listed in Appendix G as being too simple in content for the 

intermediate grades were placed in the primary classification the chi-

square value obtained would still be significant. It must be remember

ed, however, that these two books were not the only ones rated by for

mula as being at the intermediate levels but which by format and con
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tent were considered as suitable as "read-it-aloud" books for the pri

mary children,, As mentioned earlier, others of this type were re

tained in the intermediate classification because they were suitable 

at this level in format, content, and comprehensibility0 I'ihile it 

might be accurate to tentatively conclude that publishers are not mak

ing available an adequate supply of books capable of being understood 

by average readers at the primary levels it should be understood 

that the supply of "read-it-aloud" books is not being dealt with. 

This study has pointed to the difficulty involved in any 

attempt to differentiate between a book which is suitable for the pri

mary grades because its comprshensibility level permits it to be read 

and understood by readers at this level and a book which is suitable 

for the primary grades because of its content and format, but which 

has a comprehensibility level that requires it to be read to the child

ren there. It is suggested that the lack of an adequate supply of 

suitable books at the primary level may be the result of a failure 

on the part of publishers and librarians to differentiate properly 

between the two types. Conceivable, lack of attention to this differ

ence could result in a library well stocked with primary books suit

able from the standpoint of format and content but which included re

latively few books the average primary child could read with compre

hension, This might be more likely to occur if publishers had not 

established a proper balance between the two types. It seems fair to 

assume that the existence of such a condition in a school situation 
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•would create a barrier to the development of reading skills. 

This study has concerned itself with the supply of books made 

available by publishers during a limited period - June 1956 through 

June 195S. To the extent that this is a normal period we might con

clude that similar conditions existed in previous periods. A tenta

tive but better knowledge of the readability of children's books pub

lished in earlier years can be obtained by comparing the present study 

with previous research of a similar type. 

Svsrd and Harris found no change in the level of reading 

difficulty during a period of three fourths of a century, from 1873 

through 1946. The materials studied were two children's magazines."̂  

Craig's study included children's books published between 1662 and 

1945c He found no overall trend in the reading difficulty of the books 

over this period of time.9 Ilollingsworth studied children's litera

ture intended for grades 4* 59 6, 7, and 8® lie found no significant 

difference in difficulty between books published in the 1920's and 

1930's slid books published in the 1940* s and 1950's."̂  The above find-

Ŝward and Karris, og. cit.., p„ 156 

Ĵaflies Calvin Craig, "The Vocabulary Load of the Nation's Best 
Sellers from 1662 to 1945• A Study in Readability," In Dissertation 
Abstracts, 14: 1330, 1954® 

"̂ Hollingsworth, o]o. cit. 0 
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ings suggest the possibility that the results of the present study for 

the period June 1956 through June 1953 may also hold true for the pre

ceding years. This, ho\;ever, is by no means firmly established,, 

The subproblen dealing with the changes in total book produc

tion during the years 1934 through 1956 provided findings that relate 

somewhat to the general picture of the adequacy of the supply of books 

being made available by publishers. 

The findings in the above area permit the conclusion that the 

publishers are constantly increasing the total number of books pub

lished e:q?ressly for children and that these increases, e:q)ressed as 

percents, are consistently much greater than similar increases in 

public school enrollmentSo The implication exists that the increased 

number of bobks to choose from requires that greater attention be 

given to the matter of selection since there is now more possibility 

of making improper choices. 

Cross-validation of the Formulas 

The subproblem dealing with the cross-validation of the ttLnnetka 

and Spache formulas provided certain findings which permit conclusions 

to be drawn. 

The correlation of 034 is relatively low and, as was mentioned 

in the analysis of the data, failed to reach the .05 level of signifi
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cance. This correlation is especially small when compared with the 

correlations reported by Russell and Fea„ They obtained the following 

correlations between the HLnnetka and certain other formulas: HLnnetka 

and Drlc-Chall, .87; VJinnetka end Lewerens, .63; VJinnetka and Yoakam, 

.62; winnetka and Lorge, .55; Ifinnetka and Flesch, .39. The authors 

suggested that the findings be interpreted with caution in view of the 

fact that the sample used in the study included only twelve books, 

The results of ths present study must be also interpreted with this 

limitation in mind. The cross-validation phase of this study included 

only twenty-two books. 

Differences in results in cross-validation studies do occur. 

This is apparent in the case where Ifelthers, using twelve magazines 

as his sample, obtained e correlation of .73 between the HLnnetka and 

the Gray-Leary formulas-'"̂  whereas Klare, using twenty-nine books as 

his sample obtained a correlation of .19 between the same two for

mulas. ̂3 Considering the above facts, it would appear wise to suggest 

further cross-validation studies using the HLnnetka and Spache formula. 

Preferably these studies should be based on samples of thirty or more 

_ 

Russell and Fea, O£o cit.. pp. 140-141 

l̂ lfelthers, on. cit«» 

Ĝeorge R. Ivlare, "Measurement of Readability of Hritten 
Communication: An Evaluation," Journal of IMucational Psychology. 
43:385-399, November 1952, p. 339. 
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subjects. 

The equivalent Uinnetka ratings obtained through the applica

tion of a regression equation to the Spache ratings may be deemed ade

quate for the purposes of this study where the basic gogl was to place 

books into primary, intermediate and junior high school groups slid 

where each classification comprised a three-year span0 Such a proce

dure might be questioned where an attempt is made to place books 

accurately within a certain grade level. The need to revert to the use 

of a regression equation to predict the placement of certain books in 

the sample of the present study resulted from the fact that no single 

formula was found which could accurately measure the total range of 

children's literature. In a practical situation where books are being 

evaluated for comprehensibility by means of a formula, the Lannetka 

formula can be applied to the majority of the books encountered,, There 

will always remain a few which have less than the prescribed number of 

words or sentences and these will have to be evaluated differently. 

The use of two formulas is cumbersome. Also the total error of the 

equivalent rating obtained through the use of a regression equation is 

greater and this means the rating is less accurate. 

This study suggests that one formula be iiis.de available which 

will measure all levels of children's books. Since the Winnetka is 

presently validated to measure children's books between grades 1 thr

ough 9, it would seem that a simple solution to the problem lies in 

the revision of this formula. All primary materials could be measur
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ed by this formula if a revision were made permitting the taking of 

smaller samples in those instances where the content being evaluated 

includes relatively feu words and sentences. 

Summary of Conclusions and Recommendations 

From the results of this study the -writer has made the follow

ing conclusion. These conclusions should not be construed as being 

final# However, it vaulcl appear on the basis of the information 

gathered and analyzed that they seem reasonable and logical. The con

clusions are as follows© 

1. In reccnt years publishers of children1s literature have 

been making available an adequate supply of suitable books for child

ren at the intermediate grade levels of the Elementary School. 

2. In recent years publishers of children1s literature have 

been making available an adequate supply of suitable books for child

ren at the junior high school level. 

3. In recent years publishers of children's literature have 

not been making available an adequate supply of suitable books for 

children at the primary levels of the Elementary School,, 

4-. Although the accurate application of a tested rea&ability 

formula can resolve the difficult task of determining the reading 

achievement level needed to understand the contents of a particular 

book, it appears reasonable to conclude that readability formulas nood 

to be corabined with subjective judgment in order to provide for effec



tive book selection. 

5o The combined use of a readability formula and subjective 

judgment in an analysis of children's literature should lead to focus

ing of attention on any undesirable lack of agreement among the differ

ent aspects of readability within a given bookc 

6. During the past two decades publishers of children's 

literature have been constantly increasing the total yearly book pro

duction and these increases, expressed in percents, have been sub

stantially greater than similar percentage increases in public school 

enrollment during the sane period. 

7o Further cross-validation studies involving the Winnetka 

and Spache readability formulas are needed before ratings given by 

one of these formulas can be interpreted with preciseness in terms 

of the other 

8. There is need for a single formula able to measure the 

readability of all children's literature intended for the primary 

grades through the junior high school level. The Uinnetka formula 

would meet this requirement if the specified number of words and sen

tences needed in the sajnple would be reduced so that it could be 

applied to the books at the lower levels which frequently contain 

only a small number of words sjid sentences. 

The following specific recommendation is made: 

In 3/lew of the fact that this is the first study that has 

attempted to probe into the sufficiency of the supply of books being 
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made available by publishers of children's literature in the United 

States as a 'whole, it is suggested that more research of c similar 

type be carried out so that a more definite conclusion can be drawn 

as to the adequacy of the supply of suitable children's literature 

being mads available by these publishers.. 

Final Statement 

As a final statement it seems appropriate to give the follow

ing reminder. In this study on readability, the implication has been 

that the proper placement and accurate selection of children's litera

ture is essential in order to provide adequately for the individual 

differences in reading ability found in the modern classroom,, This 

study has also placed considerable emphasis on comprehensibility as 

an essential factor in the selection of a readable book. This em

phasis, however, should not imply that accurate selection connotes 

providing books which are "easy" or that less emphasis should be 

placed on developing reading skills in the individual so that he can-

progress to more difficult types of reading materials. An accurate 

knowledge of what makes a book readable should result in the selec

tion of materials which are neither too easy or too difficult. The 

selection of materials that are challenging from the standpoint of 
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format, content, and comprehensibility should accomplish much toward 

developing skills and interest in reading. 
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LIST OF TITLES VJITH WINNLTKA GRADE PLACiiMENT RATINGS. 

TITLE 

Nemo Meets the 
Emperor 

Cuter Tooter 

Curious Doings in 
the Mouse House 

A Little Golden 
Mother Goose 

Dan Dare on Mars 

Everybody1s 
Weather 

Snappy the Snail 
and His Friends 

Stories of Long 
Ago 

Song of the River 

The True Story 
About Clocks 

Girl Book of 
Modern Adventure 

Sioux Trail 

AUTHOR 

Laura Bannon 

Franklin Clark 

Katherine Reeves 

illuso by Feodor 
Ro j ankovsky 

Basil Dawson 

Joseph Gaer 

Marian C. 
Kindelberger 

Ruth So Gray 

Billy C. Clark 

Eric Bruton 

Lyla Hoffine 

Adventures of Men Albert Nevins 
of Maryknoll 

The First Book 
of Mammals 

Rawhide Johnny 

Snow Slopes 

Margaret 
Williamson 

Neta Frazier 

Mary W. Thompson 

PUBLISHER. 

A. Whitman 

Lothrop 

Sterling 

Simon & 
Schuster 

Sportshelf 

Lippincott 

Greenwich 

Gospel Trum
pet Press 

Crowell 

Sportshelf 

Sportshelf 

Caxton 
Printers 

Dodd, Mead 

F. Watts 

Longmans 

Longmans 

RATING 

3.8 

5.2 

5.1 

6„2  

7.6 

5.0 

3.2 

2.6 

3.7 

9.7 

7.8 

3.1 

8.2 

5.4 

6.9 

6.1 
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TITLE 

Shadows 

The Story of 
Albert Schweitzer 

AUTHOR' 

Larry Kettlekamp 

Anita Daniels 

A Tree for Teddy Marion Holland 

Teen-ager's Guide 
for Living 

The Year Without 
A Santa Glaus 

Tippecanoe and 
Tyler Too 

Rockets, Missiles, 
and Moons 

Betty Carroll's 
Adventure 

Ho Fills the Rice 
Barrel.. 

The Tailor's 
Friends 

Insects-Kunters 
and Trappers 

Lassie Finds A 
Way 

Colonial Living 

Trail Maker 

The First Book 
of Archaeology 

Masquerade at 

Understanding 
Electronics 

Judson & Mary 
Landis 

Phyllis 
McGinley 

Stanley Young 

Charles Coombs 

Edith GiLrnore 

Mary Sherer 

Linwood Sleigh 

Ross Iiutchins 

Irwin Shapiro 

Edwin Tunis 

Robert Latham 

Mora Kubie 

Lorna Ilill 

John Lewellen 

PUBLISHER 

Morrow 

Random 

Knopf 

Prentice-
Hall 

Lippincott 

Random 

Morrow 

Lothrop 

Follett 

Transatlantic 

Rand McNally 

Simon & 
Schuster 

World Pub. Co. 

Roy 

F. Watts 

Holt 

Crowell 

RATING 

5o5 

9.3 

3.3 

5.6 

9.4 

8.4 

10.5 

6c 2 

5.3 

10.0 

2.7 

9.4 

5.1 

9.3 

7.1 

7o0 
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TITLE 

Let1s Go to A Bank 

The Illustrated 
True Book of Amer
ican Railroads 

AUTHOR 

Laura Scotin 

Robert Webb 

PUBLISHER 

Putnam 

Grosset 

RATING 

2.5 

9o3 

Exploring Earth 
and Space 

Margaret Hyde Whittlesey 
House 

7.0 

The Simpletons Erich Kastner Messner 6.7 

George, the Dis
contented Giraffe 

Phillip Steinberg ToS. Denison 6.4 

Palace IJagon Family Margaret Sutton Knopf 6.4 

Lady Architect Lee T'frndiiam i'lessner 7.5 

Mother Goose Adriana Mazsa Simon & 
Schuster 

7.4 

There's Adventure 
in Electronics 

Julian May Popular Mech
anics Press 

3.2 

The Story of Podgy Wanda vonKettler Archer House 6.9 

Black Douglas Adelaide Louden Sterling 7.1 

The Fannie Farmer 
Jr0 Cook Book 

Wilms. Perkins Little, Brown 6.3 

The Tale of the 
Warrior Lord 

Merriam Sherwood Longmans 4.S 

When the World 
Was Young 

Mary Jo Atkinson Naylor CoQ 0.5 

Life in the Tropics Eunice Ilolsaert Harvey House 7.0 

The Wondersmith 
and His Son 

Ella Young- Longmans 6.3 

Behind the Sing
ing Gates 

Madeline Lemmer Vantage Press 6.1 

The Book of God April Armstrong Garden City Bks 6.3 



TITLE AUTHOR PUBLISHER RATI] 

Turtles Will Be 
Turtles 

Gertrude Clark Pageant Press 2.4 

Winding Canyon Ruby Sanders C&xton Printer 6.6 

The Story of the 
Civil War 

Red fteeder Duell, Sloan 
& Pearce 

8.2 

Getting to Knov; 
Panama 

Dee Day Coward-McC ann 6.9 

Ready for School Helen Kingsley Greenwich 2.9 

Whale Spotters Dan Halsey Macmillan 7.4 

Minnesota 
Pioneers 

Mabel Robison T.3. Denison 7.8 

Snow White and 
Other Stories 

Shirley Goulden Grosset 5.0 

South of Cape Horn Armstrong Sueri-y Winston 9.2 

The Tender Time Denise Brookman Macrae, Smith 5.0 

Baseball for Young 
Champions 

R. Antonacci & 
J. Barr 

McGraw-Hill 3.9 

We Live By the 
River 

Lois Lenslci Lippincott 4.2 

Misko Alvena Seclcar Oxford 5.2 

Annapolis Jack Engeman Lothrop 10.9 

Wildcat the 
Seminole 

Electa Clark Dutton 6.0 

Junior Bible 
Archaeology 

Harold Morsley Macmillan 8.5 

Blow, Bugle Blow Merritt Allen Longmans 8.2 

Curly Janet Iloue Lothrop 5.3 

Volcano Adventure Willard Price John Day- 5.9 

The Fairy Doll Rumer Godden Viking 4.4 
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TITLE 

The Pinto Deer 

Away to the Moon 

The First Book of 
the West Indies 

Black Fox of Lome 

Bob "White 

The Last Battle 

Island Exile 

The Farmer's Cat 
Nap 

One Hundred & One 
Best Card Gaiiies 
For Children 

Surprise for 
Robin 

The Ranger Boys 
in Space 

Step-a-bit 

The Treasure of 
the Coral Reef 

The First Book 
of Congress 

Hospital Zone 

Gruyo of the 
Flying H 

The Step By Step 
Cook Book for 
Girls and Boys 

We Were There With 
the Pony Express 

AUTHOR 

Keith Robertson 

John Syiaonds 

Langstcn Hughes 

PUBLISHER 

Viking 

Lippincott 

F. Watts 

Marguerite DeAngeli Doubleday 

Reuben Eschmeyer A.S.Barnes 

Clivc Lewis 

Jean Nielsen 

Macmillan 

Funk & Wagnall 

Katherine Reeves Sterling 

Alfred Sheinvold Sterling 

Jeanette Ero-wn 

Iial Clement 

Sam Savitt 

Don Stanford 

Harold Coy 

Mary Stols 

M. Storm 

Julia Kiene 

Friendship 
Press 

L.C. Page 

Dutton 

Funic & Wagnall 

F. Watts 

Harper 

Children1s 
Press 

Simon & 
Schuster 

William Steele Grosset 

RATING 

5.6 

3o6 

9.9 

60 2 

2.2 

5.9 

608 

1.5 

3.8 

1.9 

6.2 

5.3 

8.3 

6.2 

7.0 

6.2 

5.4 

5.5 
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TITLE 

Sure Thing for 

AUTHOR 

Elizabeth Lansing 
Shep 

Chuiaa Finds a Baby Charles Ludwig 

The Open Book 

Dear Stepmother 

Down and Away 
Below 

Pamela Whitlock 

Adele DeLeeuw 

3dwin Rols 

Hanover's Wishing 
Star 

The House of 
Sixty Fathers 

Let's Take a Trip 
to a Fishery 

There Once Was 
a Puffin 

Happy Christmas Claire Bishop 

Hammond's Illus
trated Atlas for 
Young Americans 

Great Adventures 
in Science 

Up and Down Main 
Street 

Mand and His Toole 

The Animals of 
Number iHLeven 

Helen Wright & 
Samuel Rapport 

Vera Russell 

William Burns & 
Paula Hutchinson 

Doris Rust 

PUBLISHER 

Crowell 

Scripture 
Press 

P.J. Kenedy 

Hacmillaii 

Bobbs-Merrill 

Nancy Caffrey Dutton 

Heindert DeJong Harper 

Sarali Riedman 

Florence Jaques 

The Secret Farmyard Ruth Ivennell 

Abelard-
Schuman 

Wake-Brook 
House 

Abelard-
Schuman 

Ungar 

C0S. Hammond 

Harper 

Melmont 

McGraw-ilill 

Transatlantic 
Arts 

RATING 

6. 6 

4.4 

7.4 

7.6 

6.7 

5.7 

5.0 

6.0 

5.3 

7.9 

7.8 

6.3 

9.9 

2.8 

7.2 

3.2 
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TITLE 

The Wee Tree's 
Christmas 

The Hidden Window 
Mystery 

Forever and Ever 
Stories 

Modern Miracles 
of the Laboratory 

Call of the White 
Fox 

Rumpus on Com
modore Kill 

Treasury of Amer
ican Indian Tales 

AUTHOR 

James Hatch 

Carolyn Keene 

Lizzie Merritt 

Frank Ross 

Tliis Dear Bought Jean Latham 
Land 

The Singing Glasses 

The Man Who Was 
Chosen 

Palomino Girl 

The Year Around 
Party Book 

Henry Williams 

Elsie Lavelle 

Amelia W- Iden 

William Young & 
Horace Gardner 

The Bible Story Catherine Beebe 

Leaper 

Thorntree Meadow 

The Happy Answer 

From the Fury of 
the Northmen 

Robert McClung 

Rober Nett 

Ruth Chandler 

Rhoda Power 

PUBLISHER 

Author 
Kinderhook,N.Y. 

Grosset 

Pageant Press 

Lotliron 

Willis Lindquist 

Cora Cheney Holt 

Theodore Ressler 

Whittlesey 
House 

Association 
Press (NY) 

Harper 

Arco 

Whittlesey 
House 

Westminister 
Press 

Lippincott 

Farrar,Straus 
& Cudahy 

Morrow 

Houghton 

Lea & Febiger 

Houghton 

RATING 

4.6 

7o4 

3<>3 

10.2 

4.4 

6.2 

4.£ 

6.7 

4.7 

9.0 

6 ° 

10.1 

/ ...8 

6.3 

5.7 

4.5 

7.5 
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TITLE 

Goody Naughty 
Book 

Assignment in 
Danger 

3od-IIouse Uinter 

Nora Kramer's 
Storybook for 
fives and sixes 

Lee Devins, Copy
writer 

AUTHOR 

Mabel Watts: 

Clara Judson 

Nora Kramer 

Mary Mannix 

Toto's Triumnh Claire Bishop 

John Benton,Licokie 
Policeman 

Getting to Know 
Spain 

Thomas Connors & 
Paul Glaser 

Dee Da2r 

Bills'" Vlhiskers' 
Twins 

Kenny 

Men at v.'ork in 
the South 

Helen Uing 

PUBLISHER 

Rand McKally 

Vernon Freethy McKay 

Follett 

Kessner 

Messnsr 

Viking 

Dodd, Mead 

Let There Be Light Dorothy Newsomo F« Tferne 

lland MoNally 

3. Harper Johnson Holt 

Henry Lent Putnam 

RATING 

3o4 

60 2 

n o J* / 

60 2 

7oS 

5o/+ 

7.0 

C ovard-McC ann 7»1 

5«2 

4.6 

60S 

7.4 



TITLE AUTHOR 

Twenty-one Child- Virginia Ormsky 
ren 

PUBLISHER 

Lippincott 

Somebody's Slip
pers Somebody's 
Shoes 

Barbara Brenner W.H. Scott 

My Own Little House Lierriman Kaune 

I Want to Be a Corla Greene 
Roadbuiluor 

Squeaky, the Kech- Paul & Jody 
anical Whale Shaub 

God Crres a°or Lie 

Sleeping Beauty 

Ilarold' s Fairy 
Tale 

When I Pray 

Carolyn Wolcott 

Evelyn Andreas 

Follett 

Children's 
Press 

Lothrop 

Abingdon 

Grosset 

David's Little 
Indian 

Crocodile Tears 

The Man Who Drew 
Cats 

Annie's Spending 
Spree 

Mighty Mouse 

Wake Up, City 

The Tractor on 
the Farm 

Crockett Johnson A.So Barnes 

Olive Burt 

Margaret W. Brown U.R. Scott 

Gospel Trum
pet Press 

Andre Francois 

Emily Lambert 

Nancy Watson 

Felix Sutton 

Alvin Tressalt 

Marion Israel 

Universe Bks 

Harper 

Viking 

Grosset 

Lothrop 

Melmont 
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RATING # 

2.3 

2.3 

2.1 

1.7 

3.3 

2.5 

3.S 

2.9 

3.1 

2.5 

3.3 

3.2 

3o5 

2.7 

3.2 

2,5 

The ratings given on this page are all obtained through the appli
cation of a regression equation to Spache placements. 
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BASIC DATA USED IN CROSS-VALIDATION OF TIE FORMULAS 

Ratings 

Number Title Winnetka Snache 

1. When the World Ifes Young 0.5 3.3 

2c The Farmer's Cat Nap 1.5 3.7 

3. Surprise for Robin 1.9 3.0 

4. Bob White 2.2 3.7 

5. Turtles IH.11 Be Turtles 2.4 4.2 

60 Let1s Go To a Bank 2.5 4.6 

7. Stories of Long Ago 2.6 3.4 

s. Lassie Finds a Way 2.7 3.4 

9. Up and Down Main Street 2.8 3.0 

10. Ready for School 2.9 4.0 

lie Sioux Train Adventure 3.1 3.9 

12. The Animals of Number KLeven 3.2 4.1 

13. Snappy the Snail and His Friends 3.2 4.0 

14. A Tree for Teddy 3.3 3.6 

15. Forever and Ever Stories 3.3 3.7 

16« Goody Naughty Book 3.4 3.5 

17. Away to the Moon 3.6 3.9 

18. Song of the River 3.7 3.9 

19. Nemo Meets the Bnperor 3.8 3.6 

20. George, the Discontented Giraffe 3.8 3.9 



Number ' Title Winnetka 

21. One Hundred and One Best Card. 3.S 
Games for Children 

22. Baseball for Young Champions 3.9 

# Numbers correspond to those used in Figure 1, page 820 
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SOURCE OF THE SAMPLE AND NUMBER 
OF BOOKS OBTAINED FROM EACH 

LOCAL 

Libraries 80 

Schools 9 

Bookstores _JL 

NON-LOCAL 

Publishers 45 

Inter-library Loan 6 

Schools 2 

97 

53 

Total 150 
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LIST OF BOOKS RATED BY THE SPACIIE FORMULA OKLY. EQUIVALENT WINNETKA 
RATINGS OBTAINED BY MEANS OF A REGRESSION EQUATION. 

Ratings 

TITLE Snache Winnetlca 

Twenty-one Children 2.9 2,3 

Somebody's Slippers Somebody's Shoes 3.6 2.8 

My Own Little House 2.6 2.1 

I Want To Be a Roadbuilder 2.0 1.7 

Squealcy, the Mechanical Whale 4.3 3.3 

God Cares for Me 3.2 2,5 

Sleeping Beauty 5.0 3.8 

Harold's Fairy Tale , 3.8 2.9 

When I Pray 4.0 3.1 

David's Little Indian 3.2 2.5 

Crocodile Tears 4.3 3.3 

The Man Who Drew Cats 4.2 3.2 

Anni e's Sp end ing Spree 4.6 3.5 

Mighty Mouse 3.5 2.7 

Wake Up, City 4» 1 3.2 

The Tractor on the Faria 3.1 2.5 
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TOTAL CHILDREN'S BOOK PRODUCTION 
AND AMDUNT OF YEARLY CHANGE DUR
ING TIE PERIOD 1934- THROUGH 1956 

Amount of Change 
Total 

Year Production In Numbers In Percent 

1934 601 — — 

1935 670 69 iio 5 

1936 843 173 25o8 

1937 967 124 14.7 

1938 1,041 74 7.7 

1939 949 -92 

to 0 

1940 984 35 3«7 

1941 1,003 19 1.9 

1942 864. -139 -13.9 

1943 690 -174 -20.1 

1944 645 -4-5 -60 5 

1945 691 46 7.1 

1946 877 186 26.9 

1947 933 56 6„4 

1948 929 -4- -0.4 

1949 979 50 5.4 

1950 1,059 80 8o2 

1951 1,072 13 1.2 

1952 1,245 173 16.1 
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Total 
Yeaj Production In Numbers In Percent 

1953 1,394 149 12.0 

1954 1,342 -52 -3.7 

1955 1,485 143 10.7 

1956 1,495 10 0o7 
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PUBLIC SCHOOL lITjttLLl'CT FIG
URES AND AMOUNT OF YEARLY CHANGE 
FOR THE PETtlOD FROM 1934 TO 1956 

Amount of Change 

Year 
Total 

Enrollment In Numbers In Percents 

1934-35 26,400,646 

1935-36 26,367,646 33,548 ol 

1936-37 26,171,103 -195,995 -o7 

1937-38 25,975,10S -195,995 -.7 

1933 25,704,325 -270,783 -loO 

1939-40 25,433,542 -270,783 -1.0 

1940-41 25,296,13S —137:, 404 -o5 

1941-42 24,562,473 -733,665 -2o9 

1942-43 24,155,146 -407,327 -1.7 

1943-44 23,266,616 -888,530 -3.7 

1944-45 23,225,784 -40,832 -.2 

1945-46 23,299,941 74,157 .3 

1946-47 23,659,158 359,217 1.5 

1947-48 23,944j532 285,374 1.2 

1943-49 24,476,658 532,126 2.2 

1949-50 25,111,427 634,769 2.6 

1950-51 25,706,000 594,573 2.4 

1951-52 265562,664 856,664 3.3 

1952-53 27,506,630 943,966 3.6 

i 



Year 

1953-54 

1954-55 

1955-56 

Total 
Enrollment 

28,836,052 

30,045,000 

31,162,843 

In Numbers 

1,329,422 

1,208,948 

1,117,843 

155 

In Percents 

4.8 

4»2 

3.7 



r 
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A LIST GF TIES TEN BOOKS REMOVED FROM THE INTERMEDIATE 
CLASSIFICATION WITH A BRIEF TREATMENT OF THE FACTORS 
RELATING TO THEIR REMOVAL 

. TOO SIMPLE 

lo A Little Golden Mother Goose - consisted entirely of 
nursery rhymes. Illustrated for very young children,, 

20 Nora Kramer's Story-book for Fives and Sixes - the title 
is descriptive of the contento Stories involve simple 
plot. 

TOO ADVANCED 

1. Rawhide Johnny - Characters are teen-aged. Love is a 
dominant theme. The book was found in a high school 
library. Company recommends it for ages 12 to 16. 

2. Snow Slopes - Characters are teen-aged. Love is a dom
inant theme. The book found in the teen-room of the 
public library. Company recommends it for ages 12 to 16. 

3. Teen-ager's Guide for Living - This book discusses the 
adjustment problems of teen-agers. It was found in a 
high school library. 

4-. Betty Carroll's Adventure - Characters are teen-aged. 
Love is a dominant theme. Company recommends the book 
for ages 12 to 16. 

5o Palace Wagon Family - Story based on historical fact. 
Topics of hardship and death dealt with in extremely 
realistic manner. The book was found in the Teen-room 
of the public library and was recommended by the comp
any for ages 12 to 16. 

6. The Tender Time - Characters are teen-aged0 Love is a 
dominant theme. The book was found in the teen-room 
of the public library® The Company recommends it for 
teen-agers<> 

7. Volcano Adventure - Although the story involves action, 
it also relies on the inter-play of feelings among the 
characters. The book was found in the teen-room and 
was recommended by the company for ages 12 to 160 
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8. Palomino Girl - Characters are college age0 Love is a 
dominant theme. Considerable emotional contento 
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THE REVISED VJINN2EKA REA.DABILTY FORMULA 

( Based on a sample of 1,000 -words and seventy-five sentences ) 

l-o Number of different -words X „ 00255 

20 Number of different uncommon words X o045S 
(Words outside Thorndike's list of the) 
(l,500 commonest words ) 

3o Sum of 1 and 2 above 

4o Number of simple sentences X .0307 

5o Grade placement (Difference between 3 and lr above) 
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TILS SPACEE READABILITY FORMULA 

( It is recommended that from 5 to 10 samples be taken' depending 
on the length of the book being analyzed ) 

1. Average sentence length 
(Divide the number of words by the number) 
(of sentences ) 

2 o  Per cent of hard -words 
(Divide "number of -words not on the Stone's) 
(Revised Word List" by the number of words ) 
(and multiply by 100 ) 

3o Multiply "Average sentence length" (l) by .141 

Multiply "Per cent of hard -words" (2) by „086 

5o Constant .339 

6. Grade Placement ( sum of 3,4> and 5 above ) 
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STANDARD STATISTICAL FORMULAS USED IN THIS STUDY 

Page 27 i'iean calculated from ungrouped data. h = EX 
N 

Page 53 Standard Deviation calci.ill.ated from J ~ ~ 
ungrouped data c— = EX k" 

N 

Page 214 Standard Error of the Difference J 2,2 

Li 1 & 2 between uncorrelatcd Means o— = o— ̂  + ̂  

Page 215 Critical Ratio CR = D 
o—D 

- 04 U)y 
Page 143 Product Moment Coefficient of r. = N ' 

Correlation ( o— ) ( o) 

Page 372 Rank Difference Coefficient of rho = 1 - 6 X SD̂  
Correlation N( W- - 1 ) 

'!• _ O y 

Page 159 Regression Equation in Score Form X = r (Y - l\ ) * M 
O 2r J X 

Page 161 Standard Iirror- Estimate o—(es-̂  - 0—x /"I~2~ 

Page 262 Chi-square calculated from 
percentages X = 2( fQ - fe) a N 

~e 100 

The pages indicated give the location of the formulas in the following 
reference: 

Henry E0 Garrett, Statistics in Psychology and Education, New York 
Longmans, Green and Company, 1958o 
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COPY OF PHOT LETTER SENT TO PUBLISHERS TO DETERMINE THEIR WILLING
NESS TO COOPERATE IN THIS STUDY 

Dear Sirs: 

I am currently preparing to enter into research involving 
children's literature which, to be complete^ successful, vri.ll require 
the cooperation of the various publishers in this area. 

Briefly stated, the study vri.ll attempt to give a detailed, 
accurate and current picture of the readability of children's litera
ture published in the United States as a whole 

In order to accomplish this a random sample must be obtained. 
This is a difficult task since it involves setting up a complete 
list of children's books published during a certain year, mailing a 
chance selection of some one hundred and fifty of these titles, and 
then securing actual copies for close study and application of a 
readability formula. 

The main difficulty lies in securing all of the books 
selected for study. Failure to do this would invalidate the 
statistical results obtained. Because of the difficulty involved 
no study to date has been based on a random sample. Nevertheless, 
it is not an impossible task. It is felt that the majority of the 
books can be obtained from local sources. It is here that your help 
is being solicited. Would your company consent to supplying, for 
purposes of this study, any book selected which is published by you 
and which may not be available from local sources? It is estimated 
that even in the case, of your company which is prominent in the 
field, there would be a maximum cf seven books requested. The books 
would be handled only by the undersigned and would be returned with
in a veek. 

Should you consent to aid in this work, the books will be 
returned in the same condition as received and the mailing costs 
will be paid here. 

It is assumed that the results of the study will be published 
in a trade journal such as the Publisher's Weekly since it will be 
of importance to the publisherfe of children's books, but in 
addition your company will be furnished a confidential, detailed 
breakdown of the standing of your books which can then be compared 
with the rest of the industry taken as a whole. 

Under these conditions, would you also agree to cooperate 
in this research which should be of value to educators, children's 
.Librarians, and especially publishers since it will focus atten
tion on the use of children's literature as an important part of the' 
school's reading program? 

Sincerely yours, 

Arnold A, Griese 


